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SURFING
September
23-30 World Titles, Pantín Valdoviño,
W
MARATHON
May
5
Wien
6
66th Bedford, H
6
Malton, H
6
Worcester, H
6
Spey
12
Dordogne Integrale
12/13 German National Championships,
Kassel
20
Basingstoke Canal, H
20
Chester 1, H
20
Forth & Clyde Canal 1, H
20
Hastings 1066, H
20
Norwich, H
20
Nottingham, H
20
Tamar, H
25-27 World Cup, Viano do Castelo
27
Reading Circuit, H
27
Royal, H
June
10
Adelphi, H
10
Burton, H
10
Derwent Mike Jones Memorial, H
10
Fal, H
10
Glasgow Canal, H
10
Maidstone, H
16
Conwy Ascent
17
Anker Valley, H
17
Leighton Buzzard, H
17
Thames Valley Circuit, H
24
Falcon Oxford Midsummer, H
24
Shropshire Paddlesport Queens
Head
30
Bath-Bradford
30/1 Cheshire Ring
July
1
Bishop’s Stortford, H
1
Bradford Circuit, H
1
Hereford Wye, H
1
Richmond, H
1-8
Mauritius, OR WC
2
BBKayak Bilbao
5-8
European Championships,
Metkovic
6-8
La Porquerollaise, OR, Toulon
14
Ciudad de Valladolid K4 GP 		
Trophy
14
Calder 2, H
15
Pete White Memorial (Ironbridge)
21
Castilla & León K4 GP
21/22 52nd Rio Bidasoa Descent
21/22 National Championships, 		
Reading
29
Southampton, H
29
Medway
August
5
12th Ria de Villaviciosa
5
Camel, H
5
Glasgow Green, H
5
Willowgate Activity Centre

4

7
11
11
11
14
14
15
18

15th San Agustin
57th Rio Narcea Descent
Dalsland
Stirling, H
53rd Carrion
Sella Descent
Rio Pisuerga Descent
Colin Chapman Memorial Wye
Descent
19
Dart Circuit, H
25
Longridge, H
26
21st Cinca Descent
26
Tonbridge, H
31-1 Tahiti, OR WC
31-2 Viana do Castelo, OR WC
September
3/4
World Cup, Mas, Prado
6-9
World Championships, Prado
9
Lincoln, H
9
Pangbourne, H
9
Poole Harbour
15
59th Liffey Descent
15/16 French National Championships,
Libourne
16
Chester 2
16
Gloucester Canal H
16
Henley on Thames H
16
Leukaemia Tay
16
Soar Valley, H
22
Te Aito Farani, OR, Toulon
23
Calder 1, H
23
Forth & Clyde 2
29/30 Bollenboys Dutch Coast Race,
Surfski, Castricum ann de Zee
30
48th Vigevano Pavia
30
Hasler Final, Norwich
October
6
De Rijp K4
6
Glasgow-Edinburgh Canal 		
Challenge
7
Elmbridge, H
7
Gloucester Canal, H
7
Wolfreton, H
19
Quiberon, OR WC
21
Adige
20
Royal Paddling Challenge
21
Brigg 2, H
21
Chelmsford, H
21
Fowey, H
28
Banbury, H
28
Dee
November
10
Ardèche
25
Ross Warland Memorial Canal
Challenge, Cropredy
December
1
Stour Descent
January
6
Frank Luzmore Memorial, 		
Shepperton
SLALOM
May
5/6
Krakowskie
5/6
Pinkston, 2/3
5/6
Orton Mere, 3/4
7
Hornbill Cardiff Bay, I/P
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12
12/13
12/13
13
13
19/20
19/20
20
25-27
26/27
26/27
27/28
28-3
June
1-3
2/3
8-10
9/10
9/10
9/10
9/10
16/17
16/17
22-24
23/24
23/24
23/24
23/24
29-1
30/1
30/1
30/1
July
7/8
7/8
7/8
8
14/15
17-22

Kingsland Basin, 4
70th Tatra
Holme Pierrepont McConkey, P/1
Manvers, 4
Frome Market Yard, 4/O
Seaton Park, 3/4
Wagon Lane, 3/4
Winchester, O
Pyrenees Cup 2, Pau
Fairnilee, 2/3/O
Ogmore, 3/4/O
Sharks at Shepperton, 3/4
Foz O
European Championships,
Praha
Chapel Falls, 1
Merano
Cardington, 2-4
Llandysul, 2-4
Alva, 3/4
Langham Farm, 3/4
Bala Mill, 2-4
European Cup, J, Valstagna R
Liptovy Mikulas, WC 1
Krakow Mayor Cup
Pinkston, 2
Ironbridge, 2/3
Orton Mere, 3/4
Krakow, WC 2
22nd Y Danubia Cup, Bratislava
Washburn, 2/O
Stone, 3/4

Markkleeburg, WC 3
Holme Pierrepont, Pan Celtic/1
J Slalom Cup, Solkan
Hinkley Wharf, 4/O
Howsham, 2-4/O
U23/J World Championships,
Ivrea
21/22 Washburn, 1
28/29 Danube Cup 1, Bratislava
28/29 Wien
28/29 Shepperton, 3/4
August
3-5
Kananaskis O
4/5
Danube Cup 2, Wien
4/5
Llandysul, 2-4
11/12 Praha Wave Festival
11/12 Fairnilee, 2/3/Scottish J14/J12/
J10 Championships
11/12 Harefield, 3/4
15-19 European U23/J 			
Championships, Bratislava
17-19 Rutherford Creek O
18/19 Grandtully, 2
18-2 Asian Games, Jakarta Palembang
25/26 Grandtully, 1
31-2 Tacen, WC 4
September
1/2
Cardington, 2-4
1/2
Kings Mill, 3/4
2
Hatfield, 4
7-9
La Seu d’Urgell, WC F
8/9
Wark, 2/3
15/16 British O, 2/O, Lee Valley
15/16 Washburn, 2/O
15/16 Marple, 3/4
22/23 Holme Pierrepont, P/1
22/23 Tryweryn NRA, 2/O
22/23 Alva, 3/4
22/23 Oughtibridge, 3/4
25-30 World Championships, Rio de
Janeiro
29/20 Tryweryn, Pan Celtic/P/Welsh
Championships

29/30 Nene, 2/3
29/30 W Yorkshire, 2-4
October
6/7
Llandysul, 1/4/British J/V 		
Championships
7
Alpe-Adria, Klagenfurt
13/14 Tees, Pan Celtic/P/1
13/14 Symonds Yat, 2/3
13/14 Darley Abbey, 3/4
15-18 Y Olympic Games, Buenos Aires
20/21 Shepperton, 2/3
20/21 Stone, 3/4
27
Scottish Championships, Pinkston
27/28 Dart Country Park, 2/3/O
March
22-24 Rio O
29-31 Foz O
WWR
May
13
S Lakes Summer Series 1
19
Hamble R Raid/Wh
20
Winchester, R/O/Wh
27
Shepperton, Cl/Wh
31-3 World Championships, Muota
June
8-10 World Cup 1/2, Banja Luka
10
S Lakes Summer Series 2
15-17 World Cup 3/4, Celje
July
8
S Lakes Summer Series 3
August
1-5
European Championships,
U23/J, Skopje
5
S Lakes Summer Series 4
11
Harefield, Wh
18/19 ECA Cup, Ceske Budejovice
22/23 ECA Cup, Roudnice
25/26 Lipno, ECA Cup J F, J, Cl
September
23
National Wh Championships,
Nene
October
20/21 Prüm
FREESTYLE
July
5-7
WC, Sort
August
13-18 European Championships,
Slovensko
SPRINT
May
4-6
Sarcidano
5
Elmbridge
10
Linlithgow Summer Series 1
12/13 Masters Championship, Holme
Pierrepont,
17-20 Szeged, WC 1
19/20 17th Matija Ljubek Memorial,
Zagreb
25-27 Duisburg, WC 2
26
Linlithgow
June
1-3
Piestany
2/3
Open & National Band Together,
Holme Pierrepont
7
Lowport Summer Series 2
8-10 European Championships,
Beograd
16
Strathclyde Park
23/24 18th Mediterranean Games, 		
Castelldefels
23/24 Irish National Championships, L
Rynn
24
Kirkcaldy 1

28-1
30/1
July
5
7/8

European Championships,
U23/J, Auronzo
Decize

Linlithgow Summer Series 3
MacGregor Inter-Club 		
Challenge, Holme Pierrepont
14
Royal
19-24 European Universities Games,
Coimbra
22
Sanabria
26-29 World Championships, U23/J,
Plovdiv
August
2
Linlithgow Summer Series 4
7
Linlithgow L
9
Forth & Clyde
10-12 World Univ Championship,
Szolnok
12
R Forth
14-16 Masters Championships, 		
Montemor-o-Velho
17-19 18th Ilindenska
18-2 Asian Games, Jakarta Palembang
22-26 World Championships,		
Montemor-o-Velho
25/26 26th Moravian Championships
25-27 Neerpelt
30-2 ICF World Championships, SUP,
Esposende - Viana do Castelo
31-3 Russian Federation President’s
Cup, Moskva
September
1/2
Inter Services, O & National
Champions, Holme Pierrepont
6
Linlithgow Summer Series 5
8
Scottish Championships
8/9
Sobeka Flanders Cup
13-16 Pan American Championship,
Dartmouth
14-16 Olympic Hopes, Bratislava
28-30 Olympic Hopes, Krakow
29/30 39th Silver Medal of the Italian
Republic Medal, Savona
October
12/13 Y Olympic Games, Buenos Aires
20
Royal Paddling Challenge
November
18
National Schools 			
Championship, Reading
25
Linlithgow
29-2 S American Championship, 		
Rosario
December
16
Linlithgow Winter Time Trial
12-21 Nile
February
15-17 Oceania Championships
MULTISPORT
May
19
Montgomery Canal Triathlon
27
Brigg Bomber, World Cup, MD
June
1-6
25th Corsica Raid Aventure
10
Dearne Valley Quad/QuadKidz
17
Norfolk Superhero
17
LincsQuadKidz, Barton upon
Humber
19
European Championships, MD,
Kretinka
30
World Championships, MD,
Tyn nad Vltavou
July
7
Artemis Gt Kindrochit
8
Deva Divas, Sp, L
15
Box End, World Cup, Sp
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August
12
World Championships, Sp,
Komárno
September
2
Shrewsbury
9
Fabian4 Dyffryn Conwy Mountain
Challenge
15
Awesome Foursome, Nationals,
Bude
SAILING
May
11-13 Spring in the Borders, OC, Kielder
Water
19/20 Northampton, P, IC
26/27 Hayling Island, S, IC
27-1 Saundersfoot, S, IC
June
8-10 Summer, OC, Rutland Water
28-1 British National 			
Championships, P, IC, Stone
July
7/8
Ullswater, S, IC
13-15 Welsh Weekend, OC, Bala
14/15 Dee Estuary & W Kirby, S, IC
23-27 Europa Cup, IC, Berlin
August
31-2 Castle Cove, P, IC
31-2 Lakes Classic, OC, Ullswatet
September
22/23 Mengham Rythe O, P, IC
28-30 Scotland;s Finest, OC, L Lomond
October
5
Oxford, P, IC
12-14 Last Chance, OC, Windermere
13/14 Queen Anne’s Battery, S, IC
POLO
May
5/6
10th Superpolo, Madrid
5/6
Wallonie
12/13 ECA Cup 1, Milano
14/15 7th Women Cup, Szeged
19-21 46th German Cup, Essen
June
23/24 26th Euro Cup, Mechelen
31-5 World Championships, Welland
August
18/19 Gekko, Gent
25/26 23rd Dikkebusvijverdreef
September
1/2
British Open, Holme Pierrepont
8/9
European Club Championships,
Holme Pierrepont
October
20/21 8th Iberian Championships
DRAGON BOAT RACING
May
5
Poole
13
Portsmouth
20
Himley
27
Chatham
28
Sherborne
June
2
L Lomond
3
Woking
9
Preston
10
Chichester
10
Scarborough
10
Taunton
16
Bath
23
Leeds
23/24 Corporate Games, Stoke-on-Trent
24
Swindon
30
Llanberis
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July
1
Chester
1
Eastleigh
7/8
Shrewsbury
15
York
22
Kingston
29
London Lord Mayor Appeal
29
Sunderland
29
Warrington
August
11
Sheffield
19
Falmouth
25
Arundel
26
Shoreham
27
Chipstead
September
1
Bristol
2
Tower Hamlets
5
Peel, Liverpool
8
Bewl
9
Abingdon

9
Tonbridge
13-16 ICF World Championships, Lake
Lanier
15
3rd Wien
15
Jersey
16
Stratford
23
Exeter
OUTRIGGER
May
9-12 Vendee Vaa, Les Sables d’Olonne
July
16-26 World Championships, Sp,
Tahiti
September
13-16 Ohana Mana Cup
November
18/19 World Championships, Hong
Kong

MISCELLANEOUS
May
25-28 Northern Boat Show, Liverpool
26-28 Crick Boat Show
26-3 National Go Canoeing Week
June
1-3
Beale Park Boat & Outdoor Show
8-10 Keswick Mountain Festival
July
20-22 Thames Traditional Boat Festival
20-22 Bristol Harbour Festival & 		
Western Boat Show
August
3-5
Kananaskis
September
14-23 TheYachtMarket.com 		
Southampton Boat Show
December
8-16 Salon Nautique International de
Paris

Do you know
White Water Magazine

I was wondering if you could help with some information; are you
aware if there are any copies of White Water Magazine still in existence?
The reason I ask is we inher ited a significant amount of
documentation from one of our members who sadly passed away.
Amongst this there are a number of copies of White Water from 1955
to 1958 and I’m trying to establish if we have found something unique.
They are a fascinating read and I’m in the process of scanning them
to make them available on our club website.
I know WW started in 1953; do you know when the last one was
published?
Richard Argue, Sec Chalfont Park Canoe Club.
They are not totally unique. I have a full set. I suspect there are not many
around, however.
The last one with that title was November 1982. In January 1983 it became
Canoeist.

A central principle of the modern Olympics has been that they
should be for amateurs, giving everyone an equal chance. Presumably
this was less about ensuring a competitor spent nine till five every day
in a factory or office and more about ensuring he was not spending
the same time training, offering an opportunity not open to others.
Plenty of people have found ways to circumvent this attempt to give a
level playing field. Chariots of Fire gave a reminder that even having a
personal coach was considered cheating.
On the other hand, even in the
middle of the 20th century IC sailor
Uffa Fox was refused membership of
the Royal Yacht Squadron because
he was in trade, somebody who got
his hands dirty rather than a quality
gentleman. Messages were mixed
about who could do what in sport and how they should come by their
livings.
Meanwhile, people have tried every way possible to get ahead of their
rivals, not least the equipment, richer countries more able to try new
ideas than the poor ones are, certainly not a level playing field. Some
ideas have been rejected while others have been accepted and the rules
changed. The German Lettmann Perfekt kayak was much shorter than
contemporary slalom rules allowed, brought up to legal length by a
long point at each end, clearly with major safety implications, not least
in team events, and the rules had to be changed. The British Harishok Stuart Fisher
arrangement of buoyancy built into the spraydeck instead of using a
buoyancy aid gave body freedom and a deck less likely to implode but
A story to hit the national press was a BC coach who was alleged
tended to keep the wrong part of a swimmer’s anatomy at the surface to have offered a paddler a place at Rio in exchange for sex. The
while swimming so it did not survive although there has been a recent name of the suspected coach circulated widely around the flatwater
attempt to partially resurrect the idea. The American Gemini C2 placed competition world. He was suspended from December 2016 and
resigned in November 2017, at which point the union claimed that
it ‘brings the disciplinary process to an end.’ Further management
failings were alleged and failure to address reported issues claimed so an
Publisher contact
independent inquiry was commissioned in April 2017 by the union and
Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Wilts SN16 0HH
UK Sport, due to report in October 2017.
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
Nobody seems to have seen that report.
If it does exist, it is not in the public
Disclaimer
domain. There is little point in an inquiry
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
if its findings are quietly shelved and
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
nobody informed of its conclusions.
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is
Wherever the coach is today, those with
legally permitted or that they are safe in all conditions.
whom he is working need to be aware of
The editor and publishers can not be held responsible
for any omissions of references to hazards from notes
his history in case there is a repetition of the action. On the other hand,
on these waters. They do not necessarily support
if the name being bandied about is the wrong one, the coach needs to
advertising claims nor do they hold themselves
have his name cleared and the real culprit to be confronted. Obviously,
responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment
the paddler in the case knows who propositioned her.
reviewed here.
It is also being said that the union are more interested in covering
up
the activities of their staff at a time when several officials seem to
Governing body enquiries
have left by the side door with unanswered allegations about them.
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
‘He no longer works here’ or ‘We’ve stopped doing it’ are not adequate
International and the International Sea Kayak
responses. Refusal to publish the outcome of an investigation or to
Association. Enquiries to governing bodies and
associations should be addressed to them.
take action is simply condoning what has gone on and placing more
importance on their public image. In particular, the paddlers want to
know that adequate action has been taken to prevent a repetition and a
secret report does not do that.

A level
playing field

Sh... you
know who

Canoeist

I’m writing to inquire whether today’s Canoeist was published under
the name Canoeing Magazine during the 1970s.

Wick Walker

Canoeing, later Canoeing Magazine, was edited by Mike Clark and was a
different magazine.

Canoe manufacturers’ trade body

I am hoping you may be able to update me on what used to be
known as the British Canoe Manufacturers Association. I could find no
website so am wondering if there is any successor organization.
Peter Lamont, Isle of Luing
T h e y a r e n o w t h e A s s o c i a t i o n o f C a n o e Tra d e s, w e b s i t e
http://www.taforum.org/members/3713.

Has your email address changed or do you want
to be added to the mailing list when copies of
Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your email
address (with your former email address if
changed) and ask us to add you to the list.
We record only email addresses, not names,
offering greater security than GDPR.
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Editorial

the paddlers together in the centre of the canoe for low inertia when
turning, rather than the previous banana boat principle of the paddlers
at the ends of the boat for maximum steering leverage.
Sprint rules banned concave sections but it became possible to
build a kayak with flexible sides which were straight when measured
but concave when on the water with a paddler inside. A kayak with
hydrofoils has produced very fast times but you are unlikely to have seen
one. On the other hand, the kayak paddles with curved edges which
I spotted in the back of a Swedish Mini at a World Cups marathon in
Luxembourg in the mid 1980s are now used universally in marathon
and sprint.
Equally relevant are the potential improvements to the competitor.
From a diet, balanced for the required content, we move to supplements
and then a big step to drugs such as steroids to build up the body,
banned because of the long term damage. For those who can afford the
time and cost, altitude training increases the red blood corpuscles with
nothing illegal being taken.
One of the sporting successes of late has been the Sky cycling team
who, it has been revealed, used legal medical drugs to prepare for events,
not to treat for illness. They have been accused by a parliamentary
report of crossing an ethical line. If you don’t like this then we have a
problem. Maybe the list of banned drugs needs to be modified while
still leaving something for genuine medical cases. What they have done
is only to take a step closer to the boundary of what is allowed, to give
themselves an advantage. People will always push the limits. In the 1970s
Austrian skier Franz Klammer said the winner of an Alpine race would
be the person nearest to being out of control. In many sports there are
those who try to be the ones nearest the edge, not those on a level
playing field.

CANOEIST May 2018

Stuart Fisher

Cover: Eoin Teague
of Annalong Canoe &
Kayak Club tackles the
tight stagger sequence in
the Hornbill Cardiff Bay
Slalom.
CANOEIST May 2018
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Nobody is
above the law

New South Wales
now requires paddlers
to wear buoyancy aids
at all times, although
presumably not when
they are swimming in
the sea with no boat
to hold onto. One
transgressor was Prime
Minister Malcolm
Turnbull, who was fined
several hundred dollars
like everyone else.

Canoeing
at Keswick

Keswick Mountain
Festival over Jun
8-10th will have the
usual dynamic mix
of ingredients from
the Peatbog Faeries
to Timothy Taylor.
Canoeing is one of the
taster activities on offer.

Leisure
symposium

The Athens Institute
for Education &
Research are organizing
the third International
Symposium on Leisure
& Recreation on May
14/15th. The event will
be in Athens, where
the world association
of academics and
researchers are based.

K&A to be split

The CRT are
reorganizing their
management, as they
do from time to time. Of
particular concern this
time is that the Kennet &
Avon Canal will be split
between two different
regions.

Paddling poet

8

Any ministry but Defra

Defra have stated that the transfer of EA river
navigations to the CRT is not to go ahead. Once again
the mood is ‘any ministry but Defra’ to run navigations
or, for that matter, flood and coastal defences. Meanwhile,
the CRT will concentrate on proposals to take over the
Basingtoke Canal from Surrey and Hampshire county
councils, a canal which has been dogged by water supply
problems and restrictions. However, widespread support
for the transfer (except by Thames users) continues and
the EA were instructed to report back to Waterways
Minister Thérèse Coffey with a revised proposal on Apr
26th.
A Lords Select Committee, to which PI responded,
has said that Defra are focused too much on farming and
agriculture. Their report talks of a consistent failure over
a number of years to prioritize the ‘rural affairs’ aspect of
their remit. The committee say that rural affairs should
be transferred to the Ministry of Housing, Communities
& Local Government. Natural England is largely
ineffective. Some of the worst spots for deprivation and
intergenerational poverty are in rural England, worse
than inner city areas. Not enough is being done to
promote responsible access to the countryside. We need
a body which works with the public, not against them.

enthusiast. He took part in a half marathon from Kew
to Southwark, during which he fell in once during the
31/2 hour race. Completion of the tunnel should help
clean up the river through London and assist others who
fall in later but it will not be cleaned up until the job
is completed, at which point he is likely to be moved
elsewhere.

Seeing it as a paddler

Prior to the EU, the British Standards kitemark
was something to which you might aspire for your
products, in the same way you might like to say that you

Andy Mitchell, chief executive of the Thames
Tideway Tunnel, under construction, is a paddleboarding

BSI post Brexit

More facilities
at Düsseldorf

The Düsseldorf Boot
show has more facilities
for boat enthusiasts.
These include a surfing
wave and a 90m long
paddling river.

Licence hikes

CRT annual licences have risen by 3% to £53.71 for
a canoe under 5m long. The one day licence has risen
by 3% to £4.49 but in 2019 this one day licence will
Ant restoration continues
Much of the River Ant was made navigable as the be withdrawn, leaving the week licence as the cheapest
North Walsham & Dilham Canal for working craft, option, meaning a tripling of the minimum licence fee
subject to restoration in recent years. Our guide (Aug for those who want to take only a brief outing on a canal
95 p37) started at Ebridge Mill but a further 1.6km or river navigation.
The EA, with a much shorter distance of water on
upstream from Bacton Wood is back in water. Laurie
Ashton, who owns the 3.7km from the original head offer, are imposing a massive 7.7% price rise for their
of navigation at Swaffield bridge to Ebridge Mill, has canoe licences, the annual licence being £38.20 this year
been restoring Bacton Wood Lock. Work continues and a minimum licence of seven days at £9.10.
T h e M i d d l e L eve l B i l l i s g o i n g t h ro u g h
on restoring the final 2.1km but a trip boat is already
Parliament, allowing a licence fee to be charged here
operating from Ebridge.
for the first time. A new clause to remember is that
‘The Commissioners must ensure that the water in
Danger of magnets
Magnets are being used increasingly on mobile phone the waterways is maintained to a minimum depth of
covers and as closures on items of clothing such as gloves. three feet across two thirds of the width of any defined
This runs the risk of compass polarity being reversed navigable waterway. In the event that the said depth of
when kept in the vicinity of magnets and serious water is not maintained no boater should be required to
situations have developed in the mountains as a result. pay any charge.’ It is not clear whether that would apply
The advice is to keep compasses well away from magnets, only at that point or everywhere.
The CRT say licence evasion is at a record low of
especially in phone cases.
3.1%, down from 3.7% the previous year. Boat number
increases are slowing down. London saw 2.4% growth in
Granted
2017/18 compared with 9% the previous year. The north
Phil Holden has secured a grant from Sport England
for six K1s and paddles. These are to encourage flat water increased 2.3% but the rest of the country was static.
paddling in Shrewsbury Canoe Club.

Howies continue with their Howiescape competition.
Here are a further selection of escapees.

Nene repairs

The EA have worked on several of the Nene locks this
winter. They have talked of the possibility of additional
landing stages and repair of existing ones without being
specific. Most of the proposals relate to powered craft but
there are some portages which need rethinking.

Anglers want paddlers as members

In direct competition to the BC union, the Angling
Trust are now offering kayak membership at £29
per year, to include public liability insurance. CRT
Riverboat Licence and Waterways Wanderer permit
seems to be restricted to some 15% of canals and is an

Jean Ashley

Oxford kayak paddler
Nancy Campbell
has been appointed
the CRT’s third canal
laureate. Her first poem
was about capsize drill.
She has spent several
years in Greenland and
Iceland.

More water

Work has been completed on the York stream in
Maidenhead. This channel, long derelict, will form the
western side of a loop allowing powered craft to return
to the centre of the town.
Prince Charles has officially reopened Phase 1A of the
Stroudwater Navigation, bringing the length in water to
6.4km with a further 1.6km being dredged by Cotswold
Canal Trust volunteers. Consideration will now be
given to the section from Ocean at Stonehouse to the
Gloucester & Sharpness Canal, crossing the main railway
from Birmingham to Bristol, the M5 and the A38, to
allow powered craft from the outside world as far as
Brimscombe Port, just onto the Thames & Severn Canal.
Then there will be the matter of connecting through
to the Thames at Lechlade via the partially collapsed
Sapperton Tunnel. Meanwhile, planning is going ahead
on the North Wilts Canal which connected the Thames
& Severn Canal at Cricklade with the Wilts & Berks
Canal at Swindon, the latter seeing successive reopenings
of its main line which linked the Thames at Abingdon
with the Kennet & Avon Canal near Melksham. A
1.2km section between Pewsham near Chippenham and
Reybridge near Lacock has recently been returned to
water. A little further away, the Hereford & Gloucester is
being restored and the Somerset Coal Canal’s restoration
has just been given a significant boost by Bath & NE
Somerset’s Waterspace Plus study.

optional extra at £14, unlike the union’s compulsory
licence. They do not say whether they still claim canoes
frighten fish. Obviously, a lot of kayak anglers do not
think so as their numbers are increasing rapidly. There
is a section Access for Your Angling, saying the AT
understand the unique concerns, undoubtedly, as they are
the people most violently opposed to our right to use
our rivers.
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Aviva
community
support

The Aviva Community
Fund has made awards
of up to £25,000 to
586 projects this year.
Included are:

4th New Forest (Eling)
Sea Scouts with up to
£1,000 for new kayaks.

North East Edinburgh
Youth Ambassadors
Group with up to £5,000
to bring together diverse
young people.

University of Stirling
Kayak Club with up to
£1,000 for two river
boats.

Cambridgeshire Search
& Rescue with up
to £1,000 for eight
lifejackets.

Sheffield Hallam
University Canoe Club
with up to £1,000 for
river running and polo
buoyancy aids.

1st Llangollen Scout
Group with up to £1,000
for kayak equipment.
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were the supplier of smoked salmon to the Queen. If
you could not apply the kitemark it might be because
your product fell short or it might be because it was
ahead of BSI. An example was LED lights on bikes,
which did not comply with the standard of the day.
Several British manufacturers of canoeing kit were
world leaders with innovative products. The European
Standards Organization changed that. Products had to
comply with their dictates and had to be tested at the
manufacturer’s expense, prohibitive for startup businesses.
Minor changes were considered as new products, to
be retested, preventing incremental improvements.
Standards were more stringent than they might have
been. Helmets had to be able to stand impact in Europe’s
fastest rapid, not likely to be encountered by most of
us. Buoyancy aids are a nightmare. It was not unknown
for a standards group to meet on a Monday morning
in a remote part of the Alps with no public transport
on a Sunday, meaning somebody representing the
British trade needing to be away for multiple days at
personal cost and inconvenience. Some dogmatic rules
were not so much for any logical reason as to tie in
with arbitrary dimensions which had been selected by
particular manufacturers. While it makes sense to ensure
that everyone is using the same colours for electrical
connections that hardly applies for the diameter of kayak
toggles. British innovation by young entrepreneurs died.
So, post Brexit, will we return to the days when
newcomers with original thinking could flourish and
small businesses could move the sport forward? It seems
not. British and European standards bodies are separate
from their respective politicians and they are likely to
want to work together, also with ISO, a further layer of
bureaucracy. All the testing is keeping a lot of people
employed and there are those who will not want to see
that go.

Trips

Mike Ranta has been undertaking his third canoe
crossing of Canada since 2011, solo except for his dog.
Travelling eastwards, an early inconvenience was a
1,000km portage over the Rockies. No crossing of
Canada has been made in a single season before, the trip
being completed in 200 days. As protection against the
weather he wears a birchbark hat he made himself.
Pole Aleksander Doba has completed his third solo
Atlantic kayak crossing just before his 71st birthday.
His plan was to cross the south, central and north parts
of the ocean, Dakar to Brazil and Lisbon to Florida
having been completed previously. This time he left
New Jersey and paddled to just a few hundred metres off
the British coast before turning south for a further five
days to the French coast. The overall trip took 110 days
but he wanted to paddle from continent to continent,
not outlying islands. He did not suffer the ignominy of
being arrested by the French authorities who do not
want kayaks to go more than a kilometre offshore as
they think them unsafe. He has no further plans for long
kayak crossings but he has not ruled out sailing.

Traci Lynn Martin has become the first person to
circumnavigate North America’s three largest lakes,
Superior, Huron and Michigan, in one season. A surfski
racer, she set out to beat the longest solo sea kayak trip,
Freya Hoffmeister’s 13,892km round Australia. However,
affected by rheumatoid arthritis, she reduced her target
to the surfski record of 6,191km, held by Gerhard
Moolman. The trip did not start well, with two calls to
the emergency services because of ice and navigation
inexperience. The Huron County Sheriff warned her
he would confiscate her ski if it happened again. The 50
year old has used up some of her pension fund to pay for
the journey so that leaves her with a future issue to be
addressed.
Kayaking the Continent is a 4,000km journey from
London to the Black Sea to raise funds for Pancreatic
Cancer Action. Kate Culverwell has not undertaken
long expeditions before but has been involved in shorter
travelling, currently waiting to go to Oxford University.
Anna Blackwell, 24, has undertaken long trips but not
on water. The pair left London in mid April in a double
kayak, travelling down the Thames, around the coast
to Folkestone, across to Calais, the hardest part of the
journey, and are now following the canals down the
French/Belgian border. Later they will include most of
the length of the Danube.

Glasgow rescue

One of the less well known rescue families, at the
heart of the Glasgow Humane Society, are the
Parsonages who, this year, celebrate a century of rescuing
people from the Clyde. For the first 61 years, until his
death, Bennie Parsonage was the leading figure in a
period when no call for help ever went unanswered,
day or night, none of the family ever failed in a rescue
attempt and an estimated 3,000 people were saved. A
tribute to Bennie on St Andrews Bridge notes that he
rescued single handedly from drowning more than any
other person in Britain. The family’s work continues.

Paddling out of poverty

A film clip on the BBC’s news website featured
Pramod Magar, an Indian who has lifted himself out of
poverty by working as a white water guide, including in
central Europe and Iceland. He is saving up for his first
raft, which will allow him to take paying passengers on
his own trips.

the ICF with a hostile claim to dragon boat racing, now
running their own ‘world championships’ in opposition
to the larger events run by the International Dragon
Boat Federation. Freestyle has accepted ICF control
but the ICF still refuse to acknowledge the first world
freestyle championships, run in Wales on the Bitches
before the ICF took over. The Court of Arbitration
for Sport has been asked to investigate and must be
frustrated to see the ICF back before them again with
their familiar predatory behaviour.
Meanwhile, the ICF and World Rafting Federation
have signed an agreement which ‘brings the WRF
under the umbrella of the ICF’ according to the ICF
and sounds like a takeover. The incentive has been the
suggestion that rafting could become an lympic sport as
a result.

Barge threat

The Barge Inn on the Kennet & Avon Canal at
Honeystreet has closed and is threatened with conversion
to housing. Boaters have formed a rescue group for
Fun on the water at Cowes
British Marine’s Fun on the Water event on May themselves and the local community who have no
12/13th offers the public a chance to try a range other pub. A unique aspect of this one is its use by crop
of activities including kayaks and paddleboards. circle enthusiasts. On the adjoining Wilts & Berks Canal
Demonstrations include jet packs, lifeboats, a coastguard the Peterborough Arms at Dauntsey Lock has been
helicopter and paper yacht racing. There is also a chance bought by the canal trust and is about to reopen after
to meet trade members, investigate job opportunities refurbishment as the trust headquarters and pub serving
and learn about the work of the coastguard, National the local community.
Coastwatch Institution and Maritime Volunteer Service.
Cowes Yacht Haven are the hosts.
Rescue drones
The MCA have been conducting tests into the
potential for using drones for rescue. On a stretch of
Now ICF try to seize SUP
The ICF have declared themselves the governing coastline near St Athan they carried out a shoreline
body for stand up paddleboarding and are proposing to search, an offshore search for multiple casualties, a mud
run their first ‘world championships’ in Portugal at the rescue and relaying information in a communication
end of August. This is in the face of opposition from blackspot. It is accepted that they will not replace
the International Surfing Association, who already run helicopters or lifeboats but the search facility could be
SUP world championships, the last one at Vorupør in of great value to us. A drone can be risked where you
Denmark last September. This repeats the behaviour of would not want to risk the lives of rescue teams. This

Watersports growth

British Marine’s annual watersports survey shows
3,960,000 UK adults participating in boating last year,
an increase of 3.4% over the year and the highest figure
since the survey began in 2002. The largest increase
was in canoeing, up by 345,000 or 0.6% of UK adults.
Paddleboarding was up by 190,000 or 0.4% of UK
adults. It is important to remember that these figures are
for adults only and do not include the large number of
youngsters who enjoy canoeing.

Another Oxford channel

The EA are proposing a new flood relief channel to
bypass part of the Thames around Oxford. It will run to
the west of the Thames from Botley to Kennington. This
area already sees significant braiding with the Seacourt
Stream and Hinksey Stream leaving from and returning
to the Thames to the west of Oxford in an area between
Cassington and Kennington.

101 uses for a dead
canoe (or lots of them).

A Congo River dugout,
not built to EU
specifications.

Party time

Following the success
of last year’s Wharram
Hui or micro adventure
weekend at Devoran
on the Fal estuary, there
is to be another over
Jul 27-30th. The reason
this time, if an excuse is
needed, is to celebrate
the 90th birthday of
James Wharram and
the 65th birthday
of Hanneke Boon.
Wharram catamaran
canoes will be there
in profusion. Before
that will be one at
Fort Meyers in Florida
straight after James’
birthday in May.

Fort Meyers.

WSP have been working on a modular hotel, dramatic in
appearance with 19m high multi level pods. The Tetra Hotel
attempts to tick all the right environmental boxes. However,
publicity says ‘the hotel will be located in a geographically
stunning location’, OK if you don’t think the location would
look better without an eyecatching hotel.
CANOEIST May 2018

Powered canogganing

Using canoes as toboggans in the snow is not unusual.
A variant, spotted and filmed by a BBC cameraman in
Bere Regis, involved an open canoe being towed along
the road by a 4x4 vehicle.

Devoran.

There’s nothing like relaxing canoeing in comfort, nothing at all in some cases.
CANOEIST May 2018
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New Newbury
clubhouse

Newbury Canoe
Club are to open a
new clubhouse on the
River Kennet where it
is crossed by the A339,
the former A34. This
year they celebrated
the 50th anniversary of
their Waterside Series of
races, normally used as
a warm up for the DW
Race although the final
two races were lost this
year because of snow.

applies particularly at the interface between sea and a
complex rocky shoreline. A local team could get a search
underway long before a helicopter arrives from several
counties away. In the event of an emergency, watch out
for a drone as well as the more obvious manned planes
or boats.

Almost open day

The National Trust and CRT held a Not Quite Open
Day at Birmingham’s Roundhouse. Open canoes and sit
on top kayaks were available for hire on the canal. Ideas
were being sought for the building, one being to include
a canoe hire centre.

Gender twist

The gender pay gap
usually assumes men
are paid more than
women but with the
CRT it is the other way
round. Women are paid
3.6% more than men
on average, the women
filling management
positions while men
have more operation and
maintenance jobs.

Kyme Eau
landing stages

Two landing stages
are being installed on
the Kyme Eau at South
Kyme, one for powered
craft and a lower one
for canoes. Powered
craft can reach Cobbler’s
Lock but not turn there
while canoes can use the
water from Haversholme
Lock. Limited water is
available in Sleaford but
the plan is to restore the
navigation right through
from there.

Andrew was born in Paisley, on the 13th May 1931, to John and
Miriam, who sadly both passed away when he was only 7 years of age. A
few years later he moved to Carlisle to stay with his grandmother. When
he left school in Carlisle, he studied geography and physical education
at York College and became a teacher after that, teaching in Brampton
Secondary School and then Carlisle Technical College.
In 1966 he was offered the post of Assistant
Director of PE at Aberdeen University, and a
few years later, was promoted to Director, a
post he held until his retirement in 1989. It
was during his tenure at Aberdeen University
that he greatly influenced canoeing in Scotland.
In the 70s, canoe and kayak racing was in its
heyday: large numbers of youngsters took up
the sport, and there were slaloms, white water
races, canoe polo, surfing, marathon and sprint
races all over the country. If you competed in all
disciplines, you could fill almost every weekend
with a race somewhere or other in Scotland.
So many competed in the four main disciplines
that there was a trophy awarded to the best allrounder, the Canoeist of the Year. Those days are
gone, sadly, but Andrew’s influence lingers on. There are many of us still
paddling, who owe Andrew a great debt for his energy and enthusiasm
for promoting canoeing and kayaking in Scotland during those years.
He certainly influenced my life. When I finished university in
Glasgow, I was already an enthusiastic competitor. What next? Well, a
spot of teaching seemed a good idea, because of the long holidays in
which to travel to Europe and race. Which college? Jordanhill was the
obvious choice for an Alexandria boy, but Andrew had made such an
impact in the Aberdeen area, there was no difficulty in deciding where
to go to be trained as a teacher. To be honest, the teaching was a side
issue, the canoeing in Aberdeen was so good, it filled my every day, and
that of all the other enthusiastic paddlers I met there. There was a large

This winter has seen the loss of two native Glaswegians who have
influenced me greatly.
I was one of Andrew Manwell’s early students. Andrew was not so
much an achiever himself as someone who helped other people to
achieve, the true purpose of educators, and it is interesting to see the
range of inputs of his students of that time to canoeing in Scotland and
beyond. The ripples went wide and continue. It is my contention that
even the Stott/Baillie Olympic slalom gold medal would have been less
likely without Andrew’s historical input.
Andrew’s top sporting interest was canoeing and he was out
with us, either on the water or driving the Land Rover and trailer,
every weekend and more, at locations as far away from Aberdeen
as Shepperton and Llandysul. While we pursued slalom kayaks, the
standard white water river running craft of the day, he pushed the
boundaries with C1 and C2, of which few existed at the time, and the
university club had two KW6s, wild water racers rarely seen elsewhere,
and he had an even rarer Angmagssalik sea kayak.
Later, cycling became a serious interest and he was out on his tricycle
even in his final week. Triathlon was an intermediate stage and he
established the concept of the permanent triathlon in remote Scotland,

Ian D Pendleton
Edinburgh surf centre

The disused Craigpark Quarry at Ratho is to be converted into Wavepark Scotland, an artificial surfing centre.
Designed by WSP, the project is for Wavegarden, whose Surf Snowdonia drew 155,000 visitors last year. Edinburgh
offers a much larger user market than Snowdonia, on the doorstep. As well as surfing, the venue will offer a surf
school, guest lodges, glamping, café, restaurant, retail, tubing, zip line, bike track and snow sports jump. A bridge across
the Union Canal will connect with the existing Edinburgh International Climbing Arena, the world’s largest indoor
climbing centre, in the former Ratho Quarry. Up to 1,000 waves per hour will be created, up to 2m high.
* That falls a bit short of the 24.4m wave surfed by Brazilian Rodrigo Koxa at Nazaré in Portugal in November,
credited with being the world’s biggest ever to be ridden.
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1931 - 2017

Two Glaswegians

Scottish
sports funding
increases

The Scottish
Government are
increasing the funding
for sport in 2018/19
from £29,700,000 to
£31,700,000 and will
also fund any shortfall in
National Lottery funding
up to £3,400,000. They
will also continue to give
charity relief from non
domestic rates to council
arm’s length revenues
despite the Barclay
Review recommending
it be ended.

Andrew Walker Manwell
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Ian was editor of White Water for a number of years. A member of the
legal profession as his day job, he had great interest in slalom judging
and he used to include judging supplements to tax slalomists with
possible scenarios. He had held the Scottish Canoeist of the Year trophy,
an indication of an all round paddling ability.
Roy Bradshaw recalls ‘My main recollection of Ian is when my
daughter and I first joined Manchester Canoe Club. Ian was collecting
the money at the pool session we were attending; it was a damp
miserable night. I shook the rain off and said to Ian “What weather.”
‘He replied “Now you are a canoeist, obviously; when it is a nice
sunny day, who wouldn’t want be out canoeing?” and followed it

boathouse by the river with sprint and marathon kayaks for all to share.
Every part of the river Dee was used for racing: slaloms at Invercanny
and Potarch, white water racing from Potarch to Banchory and a (real)
marathon from Banchory to Aberdeen. And we didn’t just concentrate
on paddling in Aberdeen. Andrew’s enthusiasm spread to managing the
Scottish team and taking us to Europe on a number of wonderful trips.
He took his family too, and my wife spent many happy days with his
wife June, and his two daughters, Sheena and Jane, in the picturesque
Alpine venues where we raced. We competed in sprint and marathon in
Europe too, under his watchful eye.
Many have written to me after Andrew’s death on the 23rd of
December, and all acknowledge his skill,
devotion, and enthusiasm for sport in its widest
sense. Here are some of the comments:
'I remember Andrew made us all run round
every service area we stopped at on the way to
Europe – no slacking on any of his trips, that’s
for sure'
'He was well ahead of the others in coaching.
We learned all about diet, aerobic and anaerobic
exercise, how to train, and how to hydrate
properly before and during races'
'Andrew was always super-organised; he was his
own man'
'I remember the trips to Lipno, Skopje and
Lofer. He was a model of professionalism as far
as I was concerned – he set a high standard to
which we all had to aspire'
'He was the driving force behind Aberdeen University Canoe Club'
'He was a great influence on all our lives'
'He was a gentleman, and one of the most supportive people I have
ever met'
And in his last few years, 'He was a friendly and cheery neighbour,
and we were always amused by his physical fitness epics. We will all miss
him hugely'
He touched the lives of canoeists and many other sportsmen and
women throughout his life, and we are all eternally grateful for that.
Thank you Andrew.

Andrew Morton

initially the Morar, Moidart & Ardnamurchan, to be tackled when
convenient, by getting locals such as shopkeepers to act as timekeepers
with whom participants could check themselves in. The lateral thinking
kept him ahead of the game in establishing the possible.
Duncan Winning has been described widely as an encyclopedia and
a gentleman. In my opinion he was also very much a man of principle,
someone who only did what he believed to be right. His immediate
resignation from the SCA, of which he was the Honorary President,
when a change was made which he felt unacceptable, must have hurt
him even more than it shocked everyone else. Duncan and I had many
long conversations on issues relating to the management of canoeing
in Edinburgh and Nottingham and he was able to air issues through
Canoeist which might otherwise have remained behind closed doors.
While it did not take too much imagination to step from Duncan
the pen pusher to somebody pottering around the Clyde in a sea kayak,
it was another matter to seeing him exploring the coast of Greenland,
a step up from where most of us go. Duncan was very much of the
category of 20th century paddlers who quietly undertook trips on the
west coast of Scotland using kit which would challenge us today.

Stuart Fisher

enthusiastically with “But if it is raining then the rivers are rising and
you really want to be out canoeing.”
‘Our children actually were sitting at the tea table one evening when
they said “Dad, its raining; lets go canoeing.”
‘What an ambassador for canoeing.’

Richard Pope
Richard was a member of the Reading A slalom team in the 1970s.
He subsequently suffered a head injury in an accident when he was on
his bike, from which he never fully recovered although his related death
was sudden and unexpected. He leaves a wife, Jan, and children Alex and
Leila.
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Duncan R Winning OBE
1940 - 2018
Duncan was born in Rutherglen, Glasgow, on 12th January 1940 and
moved to Gourock with his family. It was in Gourock that he developed
his lifelong love for the sea. A school friend, Bim Holt, received a canoe
as an eleventh birthday present and the ten year old Duncan got to
paddle it. At that time there were a couple of older men who often
passed in their own kayaks. Duncan introduced himself and became
friends with them, learning how to use woodworking tools and being
precise about measurements. One of these men, Joe Reid, became a
lifelong friend and together they shared many adventures. Duncan
designed his first kayak aged 13, completed his first build a year later
in 1954 and has always paddled one of his own designs since then. His
first kayak made the local paper as it had to be lowered from the upstairs
window of the family home. Moving to Inverkip meant that there was
more space and it was here, at the Old Manse, that Duncan measured
the kayak brought back from West Greenland by Ken Taylor, a fellow
club member, in 1960. The drawing that Duncan produced was passed
freely by him to many people at this time and, well into the future, it
has had more influence on modern sea kayak design than any other.
Duncan married Kate, moved to Largs and had four daughters,
Katrina, Veronica, Shona and Pamela. He was, of course, a proud
grandfather to Jack, Kian and Victoria.
Duncan joined the Scottish Canoe Association in 1955 and his
greatest honour was that of being elected as Honorary President in
1981 by the members of the association. He held many office bearer
positions within the SCA for fifty four years. Duncan was very involved
with the initial development of the coaching scheme in Scotland,
being one of the designated assessors then putting himself forward for
assessment ‘to keep things right’. In August 2015 he felt that the SCA
was moving in a direction which was contrary to what the members
wanted or needed and with great sadness resigned from his post. He
was becoming increasingly frustrated by the actions of the board of
management and, in particular, their lack of communication even when
asked for acknowledgement of receipt of letters sent directly to them.
As well as the SCA, Duncan was involved with the British Canoe
Union in many positions including Vice President and board member
representing the BCU on a sub-committee of the British Standards
Institution reviewing the standard on canoe construction.
Duncan was a well-loved contributor at sea kayak symposia all across
the British Isles as well as in Norway and America; he was a driving
force as the chairman of the Scottish Sea Kayak Symposium organizing
group.
It would be easy to remember Duncan simply for kayaking but there
was so much more to him than that. He was an absolute perfectionist
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in everything that he turned his hand to, every detail was attended to
and his records of meetings are testimony to his thorough approach.
Working in the shipyards of Greenock and, specifically, Kincaid, the
diesel engine builder, as a draftsman was bittersweet for Duncan. He
could see the writing on the wall for Scottish shipbuilding and when
the company stopped producing marine engines in 1991 Duncan was
employed to catalogue and prepare the important drawings for archive.
He was saddened by the demise but, with a young family, he had little
option but to work. It was also here that he came into contact with
asbestos, as did many other workers, a material which ultimately took
his life through mesothelioma, a type of cancer which usually affects the
lungs and is caused by exposure to asbestos.
After the shipyard days Duncan took a job at the Ballast Trust in
Johnstone as a handyman and very quickly the boss realized what an
asset he would be. Duncan worked for ‘the Boss’ long after Bill Lund
died and his knowledge of, as well as interest in, shipbuilding and heavy
engineering was put to full use surveying and cataloguing industrial
archives.
Duncan was also an access activist, choosing to paddle where there
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were ‘troubles’, often taking other family members along for the
journey. He also advised the Countryside Commission for Scotland for
water access as part of their Review of Access to the Countryside for
Sport & Recreation. This work is realized as the freedom to roam that
we now enjoy in Scotland. He was chairman of the Outdoor Pursuits
Division of the Scottish Sports Association Executive Committee, took
part in the Access Forum (which was chaired by Magnus Magnusson)
and was a signatory to the Concordat for Access to the Open Hill. He
was also a member of the North Ayrshire Access Forum and served as
the chairman of the Largs Beach Watch Group.
In 1998 Duncan received his OBE at the Palace of Holyroodhouse
for services to canoeing. Of course there is a funny story to be told.
The late Derek Hutchison, a famous kayak designer and coach, met
with Duncan not long after receiving his OBE and wanted to know
why Duncan had got one and not himself; he also asked what he had to
do to get one. For those of us who knew Duncan well, we know how
much this made him laugh and also why he received the award and not
Derek.
Duncan belonged to many clubs and fully participated in all of their
activities. Scottish Hostellers Canoe Club was his first paddling club and
he was still a member there as well as Garnock Canoe Club and Jersey
Canoe Club. He was a member of the Scottish Arctic Club, Qajaq USA
and the Largs Historical Society and was the Honorary President of
the Historic Canoe & Kayak Association. Donacha Ban, his nickname
given to him by his sister, Nan, was proudly Scottish, wearing his kilt at
any appropriate occasion, and he was also a member of Barrmill Jolly
Beggars Burns Club.
Early paddling days were always a source of amazement, as we
youngsters were wearing old woollen jumpers, shorts or tracksuit
bottoms with old plimsoles to protect our feet. Not Duncan; he would
arrive straight from the office, roll up his trousers, take his socks and
shoes off, climb into his kayak, dry his feet and put the socks and shoes
back on. Lunchtimes were a delight as we generally had broken glass
vacuum flasks and Duncan would take out his ‘box’ from behind his
seat. With the Primus stove roaring, he would offer us tea or coffee or
even soup. If we had not managed to keep our meagre rations dry he
would have plenty of spare food to keep us going. Jam, what flavour
would you like?
The box, always well stocked, was varnished on the outside, painted
white inside and was a work of art. It might be my memory but I can
recall a tablecloth along with a cutlery roll, all beautifully made, even to
the point of having fold-out legs to turn the top into a table.
Duncan never stopped for a tea or a coffee break; it was always a
‘drum up’. The next time you stop for a cup of tea or coffee, no matter
where you are, remember Duncan and all that he has given us.
I first met Duncan, an old man at 35 in my 12 year old eyes, and
since then he has been a constant source of inspiration to me and many
others around the world. His knowledge and enthusiasm for almost

anything you could think of was outstanding. I know that it tickled him
when I said that when I first met him he was an old man and some
thirty years later, when we paddled together in Greenland he had not
changed but I had got older. We got on very well together and I can’t
think of any time when we said an angry word to each other. He was
supportive of my kayaking endeavours, always encouraging me to aim
higher and go further, something I will continue to do.
He has gone and has left a Duncan shaped impression on our hearts
and a kayak shaped void in our lives.

Gordon Brown
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Peter Wells
1924 - 2018
Peter Wells was one of the stalwarts of the Royal Canoe Club,
attending the club for the first time when he was 5 years old, an
association that was to last for 89 years.
A canoe sailor of some repute, he was married to Joy, who was also
an accomplished canoe sailor during the 1950s. Their craft, Greensleeves
and Wake, were well known in sailing circles towards the front of the
fleet. Peter continued his association with the canoe sailing fraternity as
both treasurer of the BCU Sailing Committee and the representative on
the ICF Sailing Committee for many years.
Peter followed his father (Eustace Wells) as Commodore of the Royal
Canoe Club from 1963 during a difficult period in the 1960s and
70s when the club’s fortunes varied and membership numbers were
relatively low although the facilities at Teddington continued to produce
racing and marathon paddlers of some repute representing Great Britain
at world championships and a wide range of international events. Sailing
from the site declined as the craft became more inclined to ‘open’
waters and the fickle winds on the Thames were less attractive. Peter’s
term as Commodore came to an end in 1976 although he continued as
a trustee of the club, a position he held over a period of 60 years.
In 1993 Peter became the first Chair of the Royal Canoe Club’s
Charitable Company and the club set out on a period of acquisition
and rebuilding which was unprecedented in its history to that point.
Peter retired from that role in 2011 and resigned as a director in 2016
leaving an organization that is successful in delivering a wide range
of canoeing activities alongside rowing and skiff racing through a
partnership with the Royal Canoe Club at its heart.
Peter was remembered at the annual general meeting of the club
which took place on 25th April following his funeral on the 12h April
near Guildford.

David Lawrence

Byde your time
Distance paddling
23/01/2018. Item on TV today, Bondi beach Hawaiian Distance on
paddle boards.
Atlantic College, August/September 1974(?) the Australian surf
lifesaving team came to the UK to be in the Bude champs. Their surf
ski was cut in half to load it on the Boeing 747. It arrived at the college
in two parts. Would I join it, please? I did.
I had to cut a hole in the rear deck to make an internal joint. I used a
straight beam and a tight line as a building board to keep it straight. That
was successful. Then I tackled the external appearance and smoothed it
to profile and section using matching colour. It was perfect. After a day
or two it was taken to Bude where it competed.
Describe the events and the great success of the Bat Mk 5 (?) with
tree. It was obviously a patchwork job. The several Welsh teams used the
one rescue ski cobbled together in a week in the garage at the Old PO,
Llanmaes, from pieces of Mk 5. It always beat the Oz rescue ski, by the
powerful Welsh team but mainly because the BAT was designed by a
kayaker, me. There were complaints that we hadn’t complied with rules
but the Welsh authority asserted we had. Welsh teams beat the Aussies,
who were not well pleased.
The Welsh committee invited me the same day prior to the events to
describe the BAT rescue ski and its dimensions, which they approved. I
can still see the crowd of paddlers going out to the marker buoy on the
easy swell and seeing them all turning and sprinting to catch a surfing
ride to shore. Whatever the BAT had it was remarkable that it was first
on the swell, leaving the others to battle for the next wave along. I think
that was because the BAT had a K1 section compared with the Oz less
rounded flatter keel. In the circumstances it was the winner.
1975. The journey: summer, neap tides, Llantwit Major beach to
Minehead, Somerset. I did the planning using the Admiralty chart for
the Bristol Channel. The tidal flow in the channel is almost impossible
to predict. The chart has points here and there indicating the rate of
flow and direction. Our group could travel about a mile in fifteen
minutes.
Starting at Llantwit Spit, used by the Romans 2,000 years previously,
I marked a mile on the chart, allowing for tidal flow at that time of
the tide. Tide was rising. Flow was not great so I angled to the right
of where we were going. In rivers that is known as a ferry glide. From
the dot on the chart a mile out and using the nearest direction for tidal
rate etc I plotted another mile. As the tide was rising the next mile was
angled a wee bit more to the right. Quarter hour by quarter hour I
plotted a course to Minehead harbour. Each member of the six man
group had a copy of the Roneo print.
We moved easily, chatting the while. In less than an hour we seemed
to be about halfway across. Somerset loomed larger ahead with
Minehead further to the left than I had allowed so we altered course a
little. Thereabouts we found tidal turbulence in a long line more or less
central to the channel. Something deep down far off was causing the
ripple. The tidal flow on one side was angled differently from the other
side. The teeny turbulence was maybe a metre wide and well marked to
our right and left.
We angled more to the left as the harbour was a mile or two left of

our predicted course. After another hour or so we were close to the
Somerset shore but a mile or two from the harbour to the left. There
was a contrary tidal flow between the centre of the channel and the
harbour. We entered the harbour and pulled out on flat rocks.
There was a pub on the harbourside where we had a couple of beers;
the day was warming as we waited for the tide to reach its highest mark.
After a two hour time out we reassembled by the kayaks and set out to
the start of the ebb. I used the same method to plan our route, quarter
hour by quarter hour. Returning, we allowed for a drift to our left so
we aimed a little right. The afternoon was clouding, it was cooling.
We were all tired; we did about three hours of steady paddling in the
morning. Now we could feel reluctant muscles. I was 47, the others
about ten years younger.
Paddling was now a steady plod; we remained together. About half
way across we saw Llantwit off to our left but I relied on the ebb taking
us back that way. It didn’t. Gareth Lucas, farmer and captain of Llantwit
Beach Lifeguard Club, came alongside; he was on the surfski that I
designed using the hull shape of an Inuit kayak. He asked could he leave
us now and return to Llantwit? His craft was a lot swifter than our 4
metre river kayaks.
The afternoon was drawing on; the clouds shaded the sun. The scene
looked grey. Our mood was grey, too. I asked him not to do that as we
might need his strength. We didn’t, fortunately, but it was a ‘damn close
run thing.’ My BS 3595 lifejacket was chafing my upper arms and chest,
bare as it had been warm but now my energy store was running low
and we still had an hour or two to run. Nearing the Welsh shore, a mile
or two out, we crossed a repetition of the turbulent barrier between
central flow and the shoreward water.
We were off Summerhouse Point, almost to the Aberthaw Power
Station which I knew was six or seven miles east of Llantwit. Although
weariness and silent determination was on the group I was confident
that the ebb would take us alongshore about a quarter mile out. Wrong!
We were plodding in to a reverse eddy a mile wide. We paddled and still
Summerhouse Point stayed on our right. We should have been scudding
past it. Now, 43 years on, if we had moved out further from shore to
cross the turbulent barrier we would have had the surge of the ebb with
us but we were too weary to think straight.
Evening was drawing on with doom on my mind. They trusted my
planning. The sky darkened until the shore cliffs near Boverton were a
dark shade against the dimming sky. There was still a way to go; could
we do it? We still were a group. Then in the gloom of the cliffs I saw
lights half a mile ahead on the right. We were moving very fast; the tide
was with us. Although a couple of the group were ahead of me I took a
tight line to the shore and did a high speed breakout, first ashore. Quite
a crowd was waiting, lit by stationary car headlamps. Joan, Colin and
Enid were pleased to see us. They lifted my kayak onto the roofrack and
took me home. It was about 8pm; there was still time to visit the pub.
I needed a rest, a long one. I lay on my bed, passed out and woke next
day at 11am.
Would I do it again? Now nearly ninety, no, but then with a much
improved knowledge of the channel and in proper sea kayaks I reckon
we could do it in half the time.

Alan Byde

Memories to share?
Do any of your trips deserve a larger readership? We are pleased to
hear from those who wish to share memories of their trips with others.
mail@canoeist.co.uk
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Rampant oysters

Shark attacks

checking they fitted, the EA have refused to remove
them, stopping powered craft moving between the
Shropshire Union Canal and the tidal River Dee. This
also prevents craft moving up to Chester Weir, where
there are plans to install a lock so that boats can continue
up the River to Farndon. At present powered craft
can only pass the weir by using a complicated gate in
the weir at the top of the tide so that few craft use the
navigation upstream.

Unprovoked shark
attacks on humans have
been running in the
region of 82 to 84 per
year between 2011 and
2016, more than half of
them in North American
waters. Western
Australia, which seems
to have a reputation
for this kind of thing,
has only had 13 fatal
great white attacks since
1870.

Welsh promote
hydro projects

Cowley Steps
removal

Cowley Steps on
the Exe above Exeter
was always a favourite
viewing point on the Exe
Descent race. Plans to
remove these are being
pursued in an attempt to
reduce the risk of further
flooding of the main
railway link between
Devon and Cornwall
and the rest of the
country.

Middlewich
breach

A 1km length of the
Middlewich Branch of
the Shropshire Union
Canal to the west of
Middlewich drained as a
result of a major breach
on March 15th into the
River Wheelock. All the
paddles at Stanthorne
Lock, upstream, were
found to have been
raised, perhaps as a
result of vandalism.
Houses below the canal
narrowly missed being
flooded.
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to the public in normal circumstances. What is the legal
basis for the prevention of this here?
Who is the approving body for the extent of the
buoyed area, which has been expanded greatly of late
and which claims to close off this section of coast to the
public? ISKA have asked the Whistable Oyster Fishery
Co and MMO for clarification.

One way info

Assorted consultations come thick and fast on
management of the marine environment but this
information is purely about species and who will manage
everything. There is no information on how present
users might be affected. ISKA have lost track of how
many of the symposia we have attended but this has
been scaled back until there is some meaningful feedback
the other way. PhD research for the UK Coastal
Government Survey is being undertaken by Natasha
Bradshaw of the University of the West of England,
who is a sea and white water paddler. In response to our
concerns that this might lead to an extension of Defra’s
behaviour inland, she commented ‘I am supervised by a
property lawyer so I will seek any opportunities to raise
these access issues. The problems seem to go against the
government and EA rhetoric that a healthy society is one
where people can enjoy the environment.’

Lynn Pegler

Boston’s economy barrier

Work has begun on the Boston Barrier on the River
Witham although it falls short of what was promised.
Black Sluice Lock was installed on the South Forty
Foot Drain by the EA as part of the offer to give inland
craft a tide free route, the Fens Waterways Link, but
the promised lock at the barrier has now been ditched,
inland craft having to go through the barrier with fishing
vessels onto tidal water when it is open. No thought at
all seems to have been given to portaging, high unbroken
sheet piling stretching away into the distance. It was
suggested that another barrier with a lock could be built
later but the chances of finances being made available for
that seem extremely unlikely.

River adoption

Paddlers have been widely involved in collecting
rubbish from rivers and canals as they can reach the parts
that others cannot, usually among reeds in the shallows.
Mid-Cheshire SUP Club have become the first group to
adopt a length of water, the River Weaver from Winsford
Marina to Newbridge, 3km.

INCIDENT FILE
Dart fatality

Paddling with six others, 23 year old Tobias Hamer was drowned on
the Dart in early December when he became wedged upside down
under a tree, still in his kayak. The accident occurred in the morning
by Bellpool Island, on the Dartmeet to New Bridge section, the
location meaning it took rescuers three hours to reach him, by which
time it was too late. The group were praised by rescue crews for being
well equipped and assisting the recovery. Tobias was a Dorset teacher,
including outdoor activities. The location was close to where Chris
Wheeler was drowned in similar circumstances.

Wigan pontoon

Taking out at Trencherfield Mill on the Leeds &
Liverpool Canal in Wigan has been difficult because of
the high sides. An £80,000 30m mooring platform has
now been installed, a third of it at a lower level to allow
easy access for canoes.

EA block Chester canal

The EA have placed stop planks across the Dee
Branch of the Shropshire Union Canal in Chester. This
was claimed to be a temporary measure, to be used to
prevent flooding when this was expected. However, after
CANOEIST May 2018

Marine
rubbish bin

Sailing racers Land
Rover BAR have installed
the first Seabin on their
pontoon. It collects
rubbish down to 2mm
diameter microplastics.
It is expected to remove
oils, detergents and
500kg of debris a
year from Portsmouth
Harbour.

Gove’s farming
policy

In January, speaking
to the Oxford Farming
Conference, Secretary
of State Michael Gove
signalled a marked
change in Government
policy over farming,
including countryside
stewardship. There will
be ‘public money for
public goods’. That
was the basis for such
schemes as Tir Gofal,
of which public access
was to be a significant
part, yet not one metre
of river access has been
added. Gove is still
equating ‘countryside’
with ‘land’ or ‘earth.
Defra still have fake
news on their website
under Information to
help boaters on the
River Wye, even after
being told about it.
The indications seem
to be just a change in
who gets the financial
handouts.

Stopping invasive species

The Scottish Environment Protection Agency have
issued a couple of documents, available from their
website, to help organizers prevent the spread of invasive
non native species at their events. The Event Biosecurity
Risk Assessment is a checklist of points to be considered.
The Event Biosecurity support pack, with an open canoe
on the cover, goes into some detail on checks which
might be done and facilities which should be provided
by event organizers. The SCA are among the signatories
to the document.

Fran Read

The Welsh
Government are offering
100% rates relief for
hydro projects with
a rateable value up
to £50,000. This is
more than anywhere
else in the UK and is
likely to result in ever
more projects in rivers,
renewable power
schemes having already
tripled in number in
Wales in eight years.

In 2016 the Marine Management Organisation were
advised of concerns about the expansion of oyster trestles
in an area at Whitstable used by swimmers and boats.
A report was commissioned and the MMO decided in
February this year that they could not prove any criminal
offence.
This was followed by a further expansion into the
area the next month and there were further complaints
about this and about the use of non native oysters.
Indeed, Whitstable has long prized itself on its Royal
Whitstable Natives which have been a benchmark
for the oyster trade. The MMO have warned that any
future development will need to be referred to them for
consideration in advance.
Keam’s Yard carpark has been a possible launch point,
there being a shortage of places to park and launch
near Whitstable harbour, but there are new notices by
the Whitstable Oyster Fishery Co banning watersports
within the yellow buoyed area which now fronts a
significant length of this coast west of the harbour. As
there is normally a right of navigation on tidal waters,
what is the legal basis for these banning notices?
Another notice bans use of the tidal beach on foot,
needed for launching and landing. Land below the high
water mark usually belongs to the Crown and is open

Rewatering the Garry

Water has been returned to a 16km section of the
River Garry above Pitlochry 60 years after it was
diverted away for HEP generation. While this allows
salmon to return to the river it still seems rather rocky
for paddlers under normal conditions.

Given the slip

When Kim Rowlands needed to nip into the Adventure Beyond
office in Cardigan to get some cash she left her silver Mini outside
on the slipway down to the tidal Afon Teifi for a few moments. On
returning, the Mini, containing daughter Kiara, almost three years old,
had gone. Thinking it had been stolen, she called the police, resulting in

a two hour search before the car was found in the river. Tragically, the
little girl did not survive.
Whatever happened will probably never be known. If parking a
vehicle on a slope, leave it in gear, reverse if facing downhill, 1st if facing
uphill. Remember that inquisitive children are tempted to play with car
controls, regardless of what they have been told, but at an appropriate
age it would pay to advise how to apply the brake if the vehicle does
start to move.

Dragon boat accident drowns 17

A major catastrophe has occurred on the Toahua River at Guilin
in southern China. A dragon boat crew were training when they hit
a difficult current where two flows merged, capsizing. A second boat
arrived and also capsized, resulting in 60 paddlers in the water. Some
200 people worked through the night in a fleet of recovery craft, pulling
out some 40 paddlers, but 17 were confirmed dead.

Throwline failure investigation

The failure of a throwbag during a canoe capsize rescue drill in
March is being investigated by the Marine Accident Investigation
Branch. This body occasionally investigates accidents with RIBs but
more usually craft from fishing boats up to the largest commercial
shipping.
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Table top
cedar strip
construction

Experiment with cedar strip canoe building with
this 1:12 scale model from Bear Mountain Boats
The cedar strip method of boat building allows for the creation of
some truly beautiful canoes and kayaks. This comes not just from the
natural colours of the epoxy coated wood but also from the way the
thin planks can be curved and twisted to create the sleek shape of the
hull. A master at this is Canadian based Ted Moores who, along with his
partner, Joan Barrett, has been building head turning craft since 1974.
The couple own and run Bear Mountain Boats at Westport near
Ontario, where they build a wide range of wooden canoes using West
System epoxy and run occasional seminars to pass on their skills.
Matt Snell is part of the team of craftsmen that work with the
company. ‘I help Joan and Ted with some of their tech stuff and I’m
submitting this on their behalf,’ Matt wrote. ‘Ted is the author of
Canoecraft, a popular manual on the construction of woodstrip epoxy
canoes.’
The team have come up with an ingenious way of not only recycling
leftover wood but also allowing budding canoe builders to try the skill
sets on a small scale project first.
‘After many years of building canoes and selling material to small
builders we’ve noticed there are lots of woodworkers who would like to
try their hand at small boat building but simply don’t yet have the space
or the confidence,’ Matt explained. ‘We also noticed we had a lot of
offcuts of high quality wood lying around from our larger projects and
kits. The idea to make 1:12 model kits came about as a result.’
‘The fact that building these models is so similar to the process of
building at full scale is quite appealing,’ Matt continued. ‘Model makers
set up moulds just as they would on a bigger project. The two varieties
we currently sell match the specifications of the Peterborough Canadian
and Chestnut Prospector. Apart from the satisfaction of actually building
one, they just look great on a bookshelf or mantelpiece. We’ve even had
a customer tell us she presented a model canoe to her partner instead of
an engagement ring when she proposed!’
Matt is convinced that these models will really help people keen
to learn the hugely satisfying art of cedar strip planking but on a
manageable scale.
‘If you’re intimidated by the prospect of building a full size canoe, this
is a great way to familiarize yourself with every step of the process while
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keeping the time and resources investment under control,’ he said. ‘The
epoxy glassfibre layup at this scale is particularly good practice.’
The kit includes all the material necessary to make the mould,
planking, decks, stems, gunwales, thwarts, paddles and display stand. Also
included is the required West System epoxy along with the glassfibre
cloth that helps to strengthen the finished hull. There is a 40 page
instruction booklet but also plenty of video tutorial online from other
canoe enthusiasts. The kits are suitable for ages of 14 and up and should
take around 35 hours of absorbing work to complete. The kit for either
design currently costs Can$125 excl shipping although customers
outside North America need to be aware that epoxies can’t be sent
by air so would need to
be shipped surface mail
or sourced from your
local West System epoxy
distributor.
More details can
b e f o u n d a t w w w.
bearmountainboats.com.
Here you will also find
some fascinating features,
guides, videos and
customer feedback on
how to build your very
own bespoke canoe.

Jake Kavanagh for West System’s Epoxycraft, who first published the article
at http://www.epoxycraft.com/build-small-whilst-thinking-big
We reviewed the Bear Mountain Canoe 16’ Chestnut Prospector in Sep 95,
p52.
We last reviewed Canoecraft in May 15, p39.
We reviewed the Building the Bear Mountain Canoe film in Jun 95, p18.

Ted Moores & Joan Barrett.
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Mapping
updates

Helly buy Musto

Helly Hansen have
acquired Musto. What
began as a thermal
underwear manufacturer
now owns a leading
producer of marine
clothing.

Typhoon’s Multisport 5 Back Entry
drysuit is aimed at a range of
sports including white water
paddling. It is made from
T4 QuadPly fabric which
is claimed to be durable
and abrasion resistant,
breathable and waterproof,
using a YKK plastic zip. Neck
and wrist seals are of latex with
protective covers, knee and seat
pads are reinforced and there are
fabric socks. An external neoprene
waist band can be adjusted for
comfort. A convenience zip is
a standard fitting and it comes
with a changing mat bag and
three year warranty. The cost is £529.95.

Skyak to close

David Ferguson photographs

After 18 years running
sea kayak journeys on
Skye, not to mention
the Skye Sea Kayak
Symposium, Morag and
Gordon Brown are to
close Skyak in August.
They are to emigrate to
British Columbia.

Rescue devices

The speed
of scream

RibRide Adventure
Tours on Anglesey
expect to deliver
Velocity in May, the
world’s fastest RIB.
It is described as
accelerating ‘to the
speed of scream in 30
seconds’. With many
small and inconspicuous
boats around Anglesey,
this is not necessarily
a good thing and the
screaming may come
from other users of the
water. Funding is being
supported by Visit Wales.
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Primal Pantry have high protein bars including dates,
coconut nectar, almonds and hemp combined with
carbohydrates and fats which they claim could
reduce muscle pain, lessen the sense of exertion,
increase endurance and aid muscle recovery in long
distance events such as running or cycling. Flavours
are mixed berry, cocoa brownie, cocoa orange and
double Expresso, the latter including ground coffee,
but they do not have colourings, flavourings or
preservatives added.

WWC got Soul

White Water Consultancy have received their first
shipment of Soul Kayaks and are delighted with the
build and finish and with the comfort of the seats. Other
WWC offers include:

Robson Moonsters, suggested as first boats, down
from £550 to £275 with full plate or £250 with
zigzag footrests.

Robson K1 slalom in plastic is reduced from £599 to
£350.

Lettman Granate down from £925 to £835.

WWC’s heavy
duty roofrack
straps cost
£11.95

Wharram plans

The Tootega Pulse 95 for paddlers up to 120kg is
stable, from £399 down to £320.

The Bic 10’6 Performer Air is similar for those up to
100kg.

Bic’s 11’0 Wing Air is a touring SUP for an adult plus
child or pet. Your llama will love it. Price is reduced
from £799 to £599.

The bigger 12’6 Wing Air is now £636, formerly
£849.

The Tootega Pulse 85 is similar for paddlers to 90kg,
down to £299 from £379.
The Wilderness System Tarpon 100 has dropped
from £649.95 to £515.

Wharram are offering sets of plans for their Maui,
Hinemoa, Tanenui and Raka at £20 for the four in
hard copy while stocks last. They have also introduced
discounts when buying digital or hard copy plans of 10%
for two, 20% for three or 30% for four. If you have built
one of their designs, Wharram would appreciate hearing
from you how much it cost in order to offer guidance
on costs for other potential builders. They also have a
selection of T shirts, tank tops and sun and beanie hats in
a range of colours with the Wharram logo.

The Shuttle Bike is a
vehicle you might meet
on the water. It comes as
a kit with two inflatable
floats and a rudder but
you need to supply your
own bike. Prices start at
E1,129. Sometimes you
have to feel sorry for
craft licensing authorities

Just when you thought
it would be good to get
away from all the road
traffic...

Howies have introduced their first swimwear
capsule. The set consists of Olivia tankini vest at £49,
Dee bikini top at £49 and Havilland bikini bottom at
£29, the top and bottom available at £59 or all three
at £95. They are made from recycled poly fibres with
added Lycra. The vest is with hidden support for
extra comfort, offering UV protection and usable as
a rash vest under a wetsuit.

Wharram photographs

Ocean Safety and
Typhoon wetsuits are
working together to
distribute the Ocean
Signal RescueME PLB1
and EDF1. The PLB1 is a
personal locator beacon
working via satellite
to pinpoint location to
rescue services. It costs
£189.95, has no network
subscription cost and
needs a new battery
every seven years. The
EDF1 is a LED electronic
flare costing £90, has
a range of up to 11km,
can be reused repeatedly
and is safer to store than
pyrotechnics.
A suggestion from
Australia is not to set off
a rescue beacon in an
emergency but to set off
two if you have them.
This emphasizes that
it is not an accidental
triggering.

The Bic 10’0 Performer Air is an inflatable
paddleboard for users up to 80kg and includes
pump, travel bag, repair kit and removable centre
fin, reduced from £749 to £561.

Memory Map have
their 2018 maps
available. The OS
1:50,000 series of GB
cost from £60 and the
1:25,000 series from
£165 nationally or from
£75 regionally. Existing
users can update at a
saving of up to 40%.
They also have IGN
maps for the whole of
France at 1:100,000 and
1:25,000.
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Terra Nova are well known for their high tech tents which tend to break records, especially for lightness. An
offshoot, FieldCandy, is very different, fun products which stand out from the crowd. The pictures say it all.
CANOEIST May 2018

Amphibious cars at the
London Boat Show.
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Connecticut Office of Tourism

Holiday
2018

Paddling through the White Memorial Foundation’s Mallard Marsh.

Cuan accommodation

Michael Fothergill has converted two lifeboats with bunks at Cuan
on Seil to act as accommodation for paddlers. There is also camping and
parking space at a point where parking is needed and in short supply.

Kayak Africa extension

Kayak Africa, who run Mumbo and Domwe Island camps in the Lake
Malawi National Park, have had their concession renewed for a further
decade. Their buildings and furnishings are made by local people from
local materials. Mumbo’s cushions were all revamped in February by
the local tailor, the island ferries have been upgraded and a wooden
catamaran for sunset cruises is nearly complete.
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Paddlers welcome at American nature centre

The White Memorial Foundation, Connecticut’s largest nature centre
and wildlife sanctuary, welcomes paddlers and Bantam Lake and the
Bantam River are both popular. There are also opportunities for hiking,
mountain biking and horse riding.

Cheaper with friends

Water by Nature are offering a 10% discount to customers who bring
friends to their expeditions.Venues include the Zambezi, Grand Canyon
and hidden Morocco.
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Jason Lindsey

Holiday 2018 - North America

Illinois.
Illinois.

Georgian Bay.

Algonquin Provincial Park.
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Rick Sorenson

Ontario photographs

Manitoulin Island.

Fort Lauderdale.
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Holiday 2018 - Europe

Holiday 2018 - Africa

La Caldera, Argentina.

Salmakis Yachting

Celine Frers

Holiday 2018 - South America

Zanzibar Safari Club.

Holiday 2018 - Asia

Omo River.
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Plantation Bay, Philippines.
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On show

Some of the people and companies showcasing paddling at the London Boat Show ar ExCeL.
This year paddleboards were much more prominent than canoes.

There will not be
a 2019 London
Boat Show. Instead,
British Marine will
concentrate on the
Southampton Boat
Show.
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Touring

Sunk are thy bowers in shapeless ruin all,
And the long grass o’ertops the mouldering wall,
And trembling, shrinking from the spoiler’s hand,
Far, far away thy children leave the land.
Oliver Goldsmith

Santa Splash

On Saturday 2nd December the Canal & River Trust helped local
communities get into the festive spirit and discover England’s first coast
to coast canoe trail with their biggest Santa Splash.
50 Santas, elves and helpers participated in the two mile Santa Splash
on the 200 year old Leeds & Liverpool Canal, which forms part of
the Desmond Family Canoe Trail. The waterway is looked after by the
Canal & River Trust, the charity which cares for 2,000 miles of the
nation’s canals.

R

Stephen Garnett/Canal & River Trust photographs

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

Naomi Roberts
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unning southeast across central Ireland to
Dublin, the Royal Canal was promoted by a
disenchanted shareholder of the Grand Canal
to compete against that canal. Approved in 1789, it
was designed by Richard Evans and not completed
until 1817 and cost more than twice as much as the
Grand Canal to build. The Government wrote off the
construction costs. A plan to link the Royal Canal
to the Grand Canal outside Dublin was not pursued,
the Royal taking its own line to the docks in the
city. Never commercially viable, it was sold to the
Midland & Great Western Railway Co in 1845. Freight
peaked at 95,000t four years later, at the height of
the Famine. The canal was used for boats to carry
food at the time but they were at risk from plunder
and so needed police and military protection. It was
also intended to take coal from the Arigna mines
to Dublin but problems on the Shannon resulted
in its use to bring English coal the other way. Peat,
potatoes, grain and livestock were carried but there
was little through traffic. Rolt
described it in 1949 in his
Green & Silver but the last
end to end passage
was made in 1955
and it was closed
in 1961, being
drained west of
the Whitworth
Aqueduct.

Seven low level
crossings were
built across
the canal in the
1960s and Dublin
Corporation
proposed
a
motorway along
the line of the canal in
1972.
Restoration has
come with the lifting
of br idges, usually
sympathetically done with
shallow concrete arches and
stone cladding. The canal was
reopened throughout in 2010.
It benefits from having better scenery
than the Grand Canal and is followed the full length by
the Royal Canal Way footpath.
The route from the River Shannon, 400m wide

Royal Canal
Co Longford End

at this point, to Richmond Harbour is complicated,
involving 100m up the Camlin River, 700m along the
Cloondara Canal and 200m down the Camlin River.

Heading
up from the
Shannon

Junction with the Camlin River at Cloondara.
This bypasses a loop of the Camlin River with the
large four storey Richmond Mill and an unusual low
stone bridge with massive cutwaters, curved in profile.
The mill has at various times been the county’s main
grain mill and also a whiskey distillery. The medieval
church is partly founded on millstones and has living
quarters at the west end.
The harbour is smart with boater facilities, a
playground, the four storey Richmond Inn and the
46th Lock, which takes its name from the first feature
on the canal, next to which are more lock gates serving
a drydock. Cloondara is a village which has developed
around the canal terminus.

In Famine times it was an emigration point for
America.
The canal, built as the Royal Canal Extension from
Coolnahay and designed by John Killaly, leaves under
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Richmond Harbour is the first on the Royal Canal.
Richmond Bridge and heads for Lock 45, lined by
reeds, a variety of deciduous trees, especially ashes, and
gorse.
At Begnagh a low opening bridge carries a narrow
gauge peat railway. An extensive turf cutting area
stretches away from the canal, typical of many in

central Ireland. The railways run for many kilometres
with long straights connected by sharp corners.
Begnagh Bridge, carrying a local road, also opens but
may just be high enough to limbo under.
Killashee Harbour is by Lock 44, where the lock
cottage has been restored by Francis Kelly of New

Richmond Mill on the Camlin River.

The dry dock at the foot of Richmond Harbour.
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The bridge at Begnagh carries a narrow gauge train serving the peat workings.
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Gorse colours the bank at Cloonbreany.

The lock cottage at Savage Bridge.

The Longford Branch awaits restoration.
York and a swallow hole was resolved by lining it with
Politarp and covering it with 500m3 of clay. To the west
of the canal is the site of a 47m ringfort. Another was
sited to the east of the canal here. Killasheee Top Lock
is on the other side of a local road crossing and then
Aghnaskea Bridge takes the N63 over. Mallards are

present. Ivy covers the remains of a castle at Ballyclare.
There was also a ringfort at Cloonsheerin.
A spur is clearly marked as the junction with the
9km lock free Longford Branch, awaiting restoration.
There are traces of a circular enclosure at Carrigeen
but there are remains of a horeshoe shaped enclosure
at Corlagan. An oval earthwork at Lyneen has now
been obliterated. There are remains of a three storey
fortified house by the R398, which crosses Lyneen
Bridge. Swallows swoop over arrowhead and water
lilies, seen increasingly above Lock 42. An oval ringfort
is poorly preserved on the east bank opposite Ards.
There had been a church by the canal at Kilmakinlan
but its remains may have been destroyed by canal
construction.
Between Coolnahinch Br idge with Lock 41
and Ballyknock is a medieval castle, near which 15
ogham stones have been found. A standing stone at
Mosstown has now disappeared but an 18th century
dovecote with a pointed roof remains. Island Bridge
has been raised and Keenagh Harbour equipped with
picnic tables. Peat workings to the west of the canal
uncovered the Corlea Trackway, an Iron Age route of
split oak logs, sometimes pegged down in the peat and
dating from 148 BC to 600 AD.
The canal line runs across Cloonbreany Bog to
Foygh Harbour and a bridge with a local road. Views
from the embankment are extensive. Although the
canal has come nearly 20km from the River Shannon
it is only 4km down the Bilberry River to an arm of
Lough Ree, through which the Shannon passes. Swans

The Royal Canal, wide and open at Mosstown.
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The pastoral scene at Foygh.
and herons may be encountered and the cuckoo heard.
Sedges line the canal, which also has horsetails and
some floating weed.
Pake Bridge, carrying the R392, was one of the
low level crossings needing to be raised, road and
canal passing between Drum Lough and a holy well,
an enhanced natural spring. An 18m oval earthwork
lies east of the canal. Mullawornia Lock is passed, as
is a 60m ringfort and another ringfort at Lissanisky
but one at Cartronboy was partly destroyed by
construction of the canal. There are two canal building
ruins drowning in ivy by a local road crossing at
Cortronboy. The R392 comes back over on another
raised crossing at Ballymahon.
The canal takes a sawtooth line, alter nating
between northeasterly and southeasterly directions.
Chaigneau Bridge, after ringforts on both sides, brings
Ballybranigan Harbour where the bank has been
landscaped and is presented smartly.
Toome Bridge, where boat passengers connected
with the Athlone coach, carries a local road but
Fowlard’s Bridge takes the N55 over. This area was
home to poet Oliver Goldsmith, who was born to the
south at Pallas More. The remains of a 28m ringfort are
sited on the other side of the river near Guy’s Bridge
but an adjacent earthwork has been destroyed. Draper’s
Bridge brings Lock 39.
Beyond a high cross and the remains of a Cistercian
abbey and a four storey castle tower, both covered in
ivy, Abbeyshrule Harbour has extensive moorings and
was the scene of a strange helicopter crash in 2015
after a hovering Gazelle hit the wall of the Rustic Inn.

The canal remained in water east of here. There is a
bird sanctuary and hooded crows are seen by the canal.
The canal passes under Scally’s Bridge and turns onto
the Whitworth Aqueduct over the Inny River. Five
6.1m stone arches of 1.5m rise make up a 50m long
structure with twin towpaths. On the north bank is
Abbeyshrule Airfield, which hosts Ireland’s longest
running international air show. On one occasion a
float plane landed on the canal, which is conveniently
straight here, if not entirely free of bridges. A 33m
earthwork is next to the airfield on the riverbank.
The canal moves from Co Longford to Co
Westmeath, lined by signs of an earlier heath fire which
burnt the lower branches of small trees but left the tops
undamaged. The Ballymaglavy Bog section is exposed
and remote, scene of a breach in 1990. An aqueduct
crosses the River Blackwater.
Rathcaled has a 37m ringfort and an earthwork
described as a bullring. There are two locks between
Kelly’s Bridge, near which there were earthworks,
and Kiddy’s Bridge with a derelict church nearby,
covered in vegetation. A 32m diameter ringfort was
damaged by canal construction while there is another
at Lakingstown. These lead up to Castlegaddery Lock,
from where there are extensive views across the
landscape.
Ballynacarrigy Harbour, on the edge of the village,
has a modern slipway and is like parkland with lawn
leading across to the houses. North of the village is
what may have been a 17m mound or a tree ring
or each in succession as a result of 19th century
landscaping. Cropmarks near the bridge show where
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Harbour buildings at Ballymahon.

Whitworth Aqueduct takes the canal over the Inny River.

Those at Ballybranigan Harbour are much the same.

The lock at Draper’s Bridge.
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Waterside memorial.

Kelly’s Bridge with its lock.
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Marathon

World Ocean Racing Championships
South Africa’s Hayley Nixon broke through to be become
the third ocean racing world champion in as many races,
mastering the flat conditions in Hong Kong to storm to an
impressive title.
Nixon took the lead after the first turn and never looked back,
firstly beating back the challenge from early race leader Teneale Hatton
of New Zealand and then withstanding a late challenge from South
African teammate, Michelle Burn.
‘World champion, I think I’m going to cry. I’ve been waiting to hear
that all my life. It sounds amazing,’ Nixon said.
‘I had to talk to myself quite a lot. There was never room for
complacency. I was looking over my shoulder every 200 metres.
‘I couldn’t be more proud. I’ve finished next to a previous world
champion and Michelle Burn, who was almost a world champion. I
couldn’t be prouder but I’m exhausted.
The race turned into more of a marathon event than an ocean race,
the flat still conditions in complete contrast to conditions in Hong
Kong earlier in the week.
Nixon, who came to ocean racing from a rowing background, said
although she would have preferred more challenging conditions the flat
water worked to her advantage.
‘I think a lot of these girls come from surf lifesaving and big wave
backgrounds so they’re really lethal in the runs. That’s where they’re
efficient.
‘I’m really efficient when it’s long and hard. For me, the harder the
better. That’s where I really get to thrive.’
She also attributed her strength in the water to her decade in rowing.
‘I owe a lot of my conditioning and my engine to rowing,’ she said.
‘The training we did then was ruthless, it was smart and it was ten
years of pure conditioning.
‘I’ve basically spent the past four years trying to paddle a ski and
mastering the downwind.’
The U23 world title went to Sweden’s Linnea Stensils, a World Cup
200 metre gold medallist earlier this year.
‘I didn’t know when I crossed the finish line that I was first in the
U23,’ Stensils said.
‘I need to improve my aerobic capacity so this is very good training
for me. It’s been good for me, motivation for going out at home in the
cold.
‘I’ve done three ocean races and all have them have been flat.
Hopefully, next time there will be some waves.’

The U18 title went to South Africa’s Sabina Lawrie.
Australia’s Cory Hill tamed wild race conditions to defend
successfully his ocean wacing world title, holding off a
late challenge from South Africa’s canoe marathon world
champion, Hank McGregor.
Hill took the lead early and, once again, proved he is the master of
the big swell by holding off a strong South African contingent in 3
metre swell with Jasper Moche taking 3rd behind McGregor.
The Australian won the 2015 world championships in similar
conditions in Tahiti after finishing 2nd at the very first world
championships behind another South African, Sean Rice, in Portugal in
2013.
Despite being a previous world champion, Hill had never won in
Hong Kong despite several attempts.
‘To be honest, I didn’t see anyone for the whole race until we got
around Kissing Whales,’ Hill said.
‘Then I knew Jaspar and Hank were right there. I saw two black
boats, in fact, and there were a lot of black boats out there so I got
confused with who it was.
‘I had nightmares about Hank; we’ve had pretty big duels coming in
from Kissing Whales for four or five years and he’s got me every single
one so I had this nightmare in my head.
‘It’s just awesome to finally get it, to finally have a win in Hong Kong
and to retain that world championship. It’s pretty unreal, to be honest, a
bit overwhelming.’
McGregor said he thought he had a chance to overhaul the Australian
when they turned for the final run to the finish but found Hill too hard
to catch.
‘It’s never over until it’s over but he deserves it,’ McGregor said.
‘We’ve had a ding dong battle for the last couple of races so today it
was reversed. He’s a champion; he deserves it.
‘We’ll see what happens next weekend when we race again.
Hill felt confident heading into the race, especially when he saw the
windy conditions. He also felt the best physically that he had for a long
time.
‘I’ve actually dropped a couple of kilos so I think that’s made a little
bit of a difference, too,’ Hill said.
‘I’ve always been a bit of a chubby kid. I’m still pretty chubby but I
think that makes a little bit of a difference.’

ICF

K1M: 1 C Hill, Australia, 1:31:55. 2 H McGregor, S Africa, 1:32:20. 3 E Mocke, S Africa, 1:32:53.

ICF photographs

The canal carries only light traffic.

McGregor blocked by Hill

Waterways Ireland make good use of their weed cutting vessels.

FACT FILE
Distance
From the Camlin River to Parcellstown is
48km.
Youth Hostel
There is a youth hostel 71km away at
Enniskillen.
OSI 1:50,000 Sheets
40 Galway, Longford, Roscommon, Westmeath
41 Longford, Meath, Westmeath
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there has been
a 33m diameter
earthwork. There is
a castle site and some
banks remain from
other ear thworks,
including a 31m
r i n g f o r t . A b ove
Ballynacarrigy
Br idge, with a
local road, is Lock
3 5 . T h e re wa s a
souterrain near the
canal on the south
side and a cave to

the north, both lost. The canal runs at the foot of
123m Hill of Laragh with complex earthworks at the
northwest with beech trees from a tree ring, another
mound, a 52m ringfort and castle site near the summit
and another mound at the southeast end. Balroe Bridge
is by Lock 34, a 37m ringfort, another ringfort site and
the ruins of a nunnery, followed by Kildallan Bottom
Lock. Kill Bridge and three more locks come before
Kildallan Lock by Kildallan Bridge. Earthworks to the
south may result from canal construction.
Moorhens frequent the reeds and there are large
mussels in the water. On the southwest side of the
canal is a barrow, the narrow local road passing it
crossing the canal near Parcellstown, where this guide
takes a break.
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Hayley Nixon.

Cory Hill.

The leaders approaching the finish.

DW watered down
70th Devizes-Westminster Race
The weather has not been kind to marathon racing this
year. The last two Waterside Races were lost to snow and,
a week before the Devizes to Westminster Race, the BBC
were forecasting more snow for Good Friday in a year with
an early Easter. In fact, the weather was generally more moist
with a frost overnight to freeze car doors shut. This soon departed, to be
replaced by rain, not heavy but persistent until Saturday afternoon. The
canal was already full, as was the Thames, so the 70th race looked set to
give fast times, despite the easterly headwind.
Friday was the day for the juniors and singles to start the four day
stage race. The entry was respectable but a worrying trend in the
K1s, the seniors, was that over 70% of the entrants were veterans.

There was a dearth of young adults and a shortage of people
promising exciting performances. Indeed, one of the more
inspiring entries was Rogers/Jacobs of Dorset Police in the
non competitive Endeavour class, a blind paddler in the stern
taking on this challenging event for all and going to the
eventual finish.
The canal was to be relatively straightforward although restrictions on
fence climbing at Dunmill were to be enforced. In London there was to
be the risk of obstructions moved about at short notice in connection
with the large sewer being constructed beneath the river but that was
for another day. The weather meant there were fewer craft on the
water and less people on the towpath but the towpath quickly became
slippery. Crofton was not run so much as slid, the slope down from
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Collinge/Holden with coach Brian Greenham preparing at Devizes.

Harris at Wilcot.

Under 17 schools winners Hawkins/Lewin at Honeystreet.

Junior C2 winners Bone-Knell/Jones.

Junior winners Hayward/Callow at Honeystreet.
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the road being treacherous with plenty of other difficulties elsewhere.
Stretches between locks which might be run in a dry year were better
paddled this time and weed was not an issue.
First away were the junior doubles, showing a wide spread of abilities.
Fastest to the Newbury overnight stop were the Norwich crew of
Hayward/Callow, home in 4:57. Only three other crews got within
an hour of them, the two nearest being the mixed crews of Collinge/
Holden and Tilbury-Clarke/Bray in 5:19 and 5:28 respectively, these
from Fowey River, which has only a handful of members, mostly in the
race. The other fast crew in 5:43 were Lewin/Hawkins of Bryanston
School, the first of the under 17 school pupils. Just over an hour behind
them were the leading C2 pair of Bone-Knell/Jones of Royal Hospital
School. The fastest ladies were Wilks/Edgington of Dauntsey’s School
in 6:35 with the Long sisters of Falcon within a couple of minutes of
them.

Winning lady Salisbury with Mills at New Mill.

Junior ladies winners Long/Long at Oak Hill.
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K1 winner Wilkes at Oak Hill.

Deegan/Clegg on the treacherous Crofton portage.

Scout winners Hancox/Hancox leave Devizes.

Jones/Jones at Crofton.
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Bate/Hayden at Crofton.

It was a different story for the adult singles. International paddler
David Horken’s time was just 34 seconds slower than that of Hayward/
Callow and he had Mark Wilkes of Chelmsford 24 seconds behind him,
promising a close race the next day. Over 50 Erik Verduyckt of Kastelse
was 14 minutes back but there was then a half hour gap before the
next paddler, Rob Beer, in 5:41. Ceridwen Salisbury, at 6:05, had a 20
minute lead in the ladies over veteran Octavia Abbott. Paul Stenning of
Leighton Buzzard clocked 6:37, the only C1 to get under seven hours.
Meanwhile, the adult doubles were also veteran heavy, over 60%
this time. Star quality was limited but Butler from last year’s winning
boat was with Beazley from last year’s runners up so here was a boat
with a good pedigree. Perhaps more interesting were Sharpe/Moule,
not looking just to win but to break the 1979 record, still standing.
The rain had continued and conditions were all set for the attempt.
However, in 1979 there was no EA. The Thames was red boarded and
they announced they did not want anyone on the Thames in the dark.
Perhaps a CRT takeover would resolve this issue.
CANOEIST May 2018
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Mellors/Johnson at Oak Hill.

C2 winners Cook/Blacker set off from Devizes.

Student winners and 3rd overall, Leissing/Polgreen through Wilcot.

Graham in the rain at Marsh Benham.

Francis approaches Marsh Benham.

Middleton/Krauss heading for the ladies’ win.
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Winter/Bowland start the Oak Hill portage.
Faced with this, the organizers considered turning it into a two stage
race with an overnight stop in Reading. Not least of the problems
would be trying to find accommodation for hundreds of paddlers and
support crews around Reading during Easter weekend at short notice.
The decision was made that the race would go only as far as Reading
for all classes. The announcement at Devizes was handled well and
received well in the circumstances. To get everyone off the water in time
would mean closing the start at noon. The top crews would not expect
to start until around 4pm to hit the tide right at Teddington and would
not expect to arrive until shortly before they were due to leave, hence
telephone calls being made to missing crews to get them to bring their
travel plans forward by up to four hours. A safety matrix was devised
with paddlers needing to score a dozen points from such issues as BC
union marathon division rankings and how many times the race had
been undertaken previously. Some were excluded and some chose not
to go. The record attempt was off. In all, about half of the entrants did
not take to the water at Devizes.

Veteran ladies winners Ashley/Blakeborough near Kintbury.

Rogers/Jacobs at Marsh Benham in the Endeavour class.
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Pigden/Anderson fall victims of the mud at Oak Hill.

Sebley/Fearon in folding double at Horton.
discovered that if you fall in before the start you can go to get changed
into dry clothing before returning to set the clock ticking if you have
not already crossed the start line.
Cook/Blacker’s C2 time of 10:26 was 18 minutes up on that of
Soenen/Vermilyea.
The singles team event was won by Devizes but not like the first time
70 years ago when Devizes Rovers went all the way to Westminster.

Hayward looking relaxed at Oak Hill.

Saunders/Cornwell swim before reaching the start line.

For the stage race, it was a shorter second day than usual, a chance to
use up energy more quickly than usual on a canal already flowing fast,
no need to hold anything in reserve in what would be a race of a mere
three hours or so.
For the leading few boats there were no changes, Hayward/Callow
winning in a total of 7:53 from Devizes, the gaps over the Fowey River
crews opening up slightly. Wilkes/Edrington lost ground and the lead,
taken up by the Longs.
Wilkes applied the power in K1 to pull ahead of Horken for a lead of

over 3 minutes. Abbott retired from the ladies, Salisbury finishing with a
lead of 1 hour 10 minutes over Harris of Chester. Stenning’s C1 time of
10:12 was 55 minutes up on Anna Maria Fischer.
Beazley/Butler did keep with the senior doubles race and, with
7:36, were the only nonstop crew to beat the winning stage race
time of Hayward/Callow, by 17 minutes, although the experienced
crew of Baker/Hendron were only a minute over that marker time.
An interesting new pairing in 3rd place were the student mixed crew
of Liessing/Polgren, 13 minutes back in 8:11. Saunders/Cornwell

Van Ginkel/Kraaijenga at Kintbury, Century winners and runners up for the Overseas Trophy.
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1L - Black Swan Salver: 1 C Salisbury, 9:21:37. 2 T Harris, Chester, 10:31:32. 3 J Crossley,
Southampton, 11:03:08. 4 A Fischer, PRA, 11:06:50 5 S Francis, Basingtoke Canal, 11:12:42.
6 G Bickerdike, 11:18:10. 7 S Middlehurst, Richmond, 11:20:47. 8 J Fooks, Devizes, 12:08:31.
9 M Quemby, Purley, 12:36:59. 10 M Graham, Reading, 12:23:13. 12 R Stacey, Pangbourne,
14:08:35. 13 A Stishova, Leaside, 14:17:08.
1LV - Fastest Veteran Lady: 1 A Fischer, PRA, 11:06:50 2 S Francis, Basingtoke Canal,
11:12:42. 3 S Middlehurst, Richmond, 11:20:47. 4 J Fooks, Devizes, 12:08:31. 5 M Quemby,
Purley, 12:36:59. 6 M Graham, Reading, 12:23:13.
1 - Marsport Shield: 1 M Wilkes, Chelmsford, 7:39:37. 2 D Horkan, 7:43:00. 3 E Verduyckt,
Kastelse, 8:00:28. 4 R Beer, 8:38:18. 5 I Hayward, Norwich, 8:45:23. 6 A Little, Devizes, 9:10:44.
7 C Salisbury, 9:21:37. 8 J Johnston, 9:23:47. 9 M Mills, Bishop’s Stortford, 9:31:08.
10 C Symonds, 9:46:20. 11 D Button, Poole Harbour, 9:48:44. 12 A Everett, Ipswich, 9:51:32.
13 D Guthrie, 9:54:14. 15 P Stenning, Leighton Buzzard, 10:11:46. 16 T Runnegar, Viking,
10:12:07. 17 P Walker, Pangbourne, 10:26:14. 18 T Harris, Chester, 10:31:32. 19 G Hewett,
10:35:01. 20 N Edgar, Chippenham, 10:40:20.
1MV: 1 E Verduyckt, Kastelse, 8:00:28. 2 I Hayward, Norwich, 8:45:23. 3 J Johnston, 9:23:47. 4 C
Symonds, 9:46:20. 5 D Button, Poole Harbour, 9:48:44. 6 A Everett, Ipswich, 9:5132.
7 D Guthrie, 9:54:14. 9 P Stenning, Leighton Buzzard, 10:11:46. 10 T Runnegar, Viking, 10:12:07.
11 P Walker, Pangbourne, 10:26:14. 12 N Edgar, Chippenham, 10:40:20. 13 B Walton-Knight,
Devizes, 14 T Garstang, Ipswich, 10:49:16. 15 M Rainsley, Purbeck Sch, 10:52:54. 16 M Wilks,
Devizes, 11:16:04. 18 M Hamilton, 11:28:52. 20 G Bristow, Penzance, 11:39:10.
1O50: 1 E Verduyckt, Kastelse, 8:00:28. 2 I Hayward, Norwich, 8:45:23. 3 J Johnston, 9:23:47.
4 D Button, Poole Harbour, 9:48:44. 5 D Guthrie, 9:54:14. 7 P Walker, Pangbourne, 10:26:14. 8 M
Wilks, Devizes, 11:16:04. 10 S Middlehurst, Richmond, 11:20:47. 11 M Hamilton, 11:28:52. 12 G
Bristow, Penzance, 11:39:10. 13 A Ingpen, Reading, 11:40:38. 14 B Pardoe, Banbury, 11:44:08.
15 P Carroll, RAF, 11:47:06. 16 N Ziober, 11:47:33. 17 R Ames, Basingtoke Canal, 11:53:56. 18 J
Bamforth, 11:55:44. 19 R Webber, Devizes, 12:15:34. 20 G Manning, Army Air Corps V, 12:18:00.
C1 - Mobile Adventure Canoe Trophy: 1 P Stenning, Leighton Buzzard, 10:11:46.
2 A Fischer, PRA, 11:06:50. 3 S Graham, PRA, 12:14:46. 4 M Quemby, Purley, 12:36:59.
2U17Sch - BSCA Junior Trophy: 1 Lewin/Hawkings, Bryanston, 9:02:02. 2 Preston/Holland,
Hamble Sea Scouts, 9:39:19. 3 Bath/Redwood, Launceston Coll, 9:55:28.
2LJ - Junior Ladies Trophy: 1 Long/Long, Falcon, 10:17:07. 2 Wilks/Edington, Dauntsey’s Sch,
10:36:28. 3 Moses/Rawlings, Churcher’s Coll, 11:02:51.
2MixJ: 1 Collinge/Holden, Fowey R, 8:27:58. 2 Tilbury-Clarke/Bray, Fowey R, 8:41:30.
3 Ede/Murad, Norwich, 9:24:13.
2J - Wiltshire Gazette Shield: 1 Hayward/Callow, Norwich, 7:53:08. 2 Collinge/Holden,
Fowey R, 8:27:58. 3 Tilbury-Clarke/Bray, Fowey R, 8:41:30.
2CivJ - Berksonian Trophy: 1 Hayward/Callow, Norwich, 7:53:08. 2 Collinge/Holden, Fowey R,
8:27:58. 3 Tilbury-Clarke/Bray, Fowey R, 8:41:30.
2SctsJ: 1 Preston/Holland, Hamble Sea, 9:39:19. 2 Hewitt/McBain, Wokingham, 12:10:32.
3 Davies/Jeffery, Loddon Explorer, 12:43:06.
2VJ - Fred Bartlett Trophy: 1 Fillingham/Fillingham, Wokingham Scouts/Loddon Explorer
Scouts, 10:05:14. 2 Holloway/Holloway, Devizes, 10:15:51. 3 Fielden/Fielden, Taunton, 10:17:42.
2VJScts: 1 Fillingham/Fillingham, Wokingham/Loddon Explorer, 10:05:14
2L - Woodpecker Cider Ladies Rose Bowl: 1 Middleton/Kraus, Fowey R, 8:48:15.

2 Killingbeck/Tilley, Newbury, 10:08:46. 3 Ashley/Blakeborough, Chester, 10:09:47.
2LV - Bulmers Cider Trophy: 1 Ashley/Blakeborough, Chester, 10:09:47.
2Mix - CPO WR Templeton RN Memorial Trophy: 1 Leissing/Polgreen, Falcon, 8:07:11.
2 Brear/Clarkson, Cambridge, 8:44:09. 3 Van Den Elsen/Witteveen, Rotterdamsche, 8:48:03.
4 Jordan/Brown, Maidstone/Barking & Dagenham, 8:50:20. 5 Fort/Edwards, Reading, 9:02:17. 6
Quigley/Verlinden, Koninklijke/Dyffryn Conwy, 9:33:46. 7 Passmore/Walsh, Tonbridge, 9:39:03. 8
Strickland/Strickland, Richmond, 10:30:08. 9 Vater/Fudger, Worcester, 11:04:13.
10 Thomas/Thomas, Falcon, 11:13:52. 11 Hicks/Hicks, Falcon, 11:21:53. 12 Ruttle/Ruttle,
Richmond, 11:49:19. 13 Gillespie/Moon, Pangbourne, 11:58:30. 14 White/Mankarious, Paddle
Sport, 12:41:00. 15 Shevill/White, 14:53:54.
2 - Devizes-Westminster Challenge Cup: 1 Beazley/Butler, Bishop’s Stortford/Falcon,
7:36:11. 2 Baker/Hendron, Royal Marines/Richmond, 7:54:22. 3 Leissing/Polgreen, Falcon,
8:07:11. 4 Tye/Blow, Worcester, 8:22:58. 5 Brear/Clarkson, Cambridge, 8:44:09.
7 Middleton/Kraus, Fowey R, 8:48:15. 8 Jordan/Brown, Maidstone/Barking & Dagenham, 8:50:20.
9 Mayes/Wilson, Royal Marines, 8:50:25. 10 Moorehouse/Jones, Royal Engineers, 9:02:03.
11 Fort/Edwards, Reading, 9:02:17. 13 Lavarack/Loy, Richmond, 9:13:35. 14 Brazier/Peters, Royal
Engineers, 9:19:05. 15 Smith/Monger, 9:20:26. 16 Derham/Kelly, Runcorn, 9:20:58.
17 Ford/Ashford, Tonbridge, 9:21:19. 18 Morgan/Clarke, Royal Marines, 9:24:31.
19 Quigley/Verlinden, Koninklijke/Dyffryn Conwy, 9:33:46.
2Civ - Devizes-Westminster Civilian Trophy: 1 Beazley/Butler, Bishop’s Stortford/Falcon,
7:36:11. 2 Leissing/Polgreen, Falcon, 8:07:11. 3 Tye/Blow, Worcester, 8:22:58. 4 Brear/Clarkson,
Cambridge, 8:44:09. 6 Middleton/Kraus, Fowey R, 8:48:15. 7 Jordan/Brown, Maidstone/Barking &
Dagenham, 8:50:20. 8 Fort/Edwards, Reading, 9:02:17. 10 Lavarack/Loy, Richmond, 9:13:35.
11 Smith/Monger, 9:20:26. 12 Derham/Kelly, Runcorn, 9:20:58. 13 Ford/Ashford, Tonbridge,
9:21:19. 14 Quigley/Verlinden, Koninklijke/Dyffryn Conwy, 9:33:46. 15 Eldridge/McGonigle, Dyffryn
Conwy, 9:33:46. 16 Polden/Oliver, Basingstoke Canal, 9:37:32. 17 Passmore/Walsh, Tonbridge,
9:39:03. 18 McKenna/Wakley, 9:40:51. 19 Hancox/Hancox, Wokingham, 9:47:37.
20 O’Mahony/Walsh, 9:51:50.
2Ser - Devizes-Westminster Services Trophy: 1 Mayes/Wilson, Royal Marines, 8:50:25.
2 Moorehouse/Jones, Royal Engineers, 9:02:03. 3 Brazier/Peters, Royal Engineers, 9:19:05.
2Res - Devizes-Westminster Reserve Trophy: 1 Blackburn/Hayes, Artists Rifles, 9:46:49.
2 Shaw/Johnson, Artists Rifles, 9:53:00. 3 Sebley/Fearon, Artists Rifles, 14:41:40.
2RN - Roger Crane Memorial Trophy: 1 Mayes/Wilson, Royal Marines, 8:50:25.
2 Morgan/Clarke, Royal Marines, 9:24:31. 3 Taylor/Van Der Westhuizen, 30 Commando Royal
Marines, 11:47:14.
2A - Devizes-Westminster Army Trophy: 1 Moorehouse/Jones, Royal Engineers, 9:02:03.
2 Brazier/Peters, Royal Engineers, 9:19:05. 3 Blackburn/Hayes, Artists Rifles, 9:46:49.
2Pol - Haslam Trophy: 1 Betts/Stobbart, Metropolitan, 10:27:16.
2Scts - Devizes-Westminster Scout Trophy: 1 Hancox/Hancox, Wokingham, 9:47:37.
2OS - Overseas Trophy: 1 Van Den Elsen/Witteveen, Rotterdamsche, 8:48:03.
2 Van Ginkel/Kraaijenga, Rotterdamsche, 9:10:11. 3 Smith/Monger, 9:20:26.
2Univ: 1 Leissing/Polgreen, Falcon, 8:07:11.
2V - Lee Trophy: 1 Baker/Hendron, Royal Marines/Richmond, 7:54:22. 2 Van Ginkel/Kraaijenga,
Rotterdamsche, 9:10:11. 3 Lavarack/Loy, Richmond, 9:13:35. 4 Smith/Monger, 9:20:26.
5 Derham/Kelly, Runcorn, 9:20:58. 6 Ford/Ashford, Tonbridge, 9:21:19. 7 Quigley/Verlinden,
Koninklijke/Dyffryn Conwy, 9:33:46. 8 Passmore/Walsh, Tonbridge, 9:39:03. 9 McKenna/Wakley,
9:40:51. 10 Blackburn/Hayes, Artists Rifles, 9:46:49. 11 O’Mahony/Walsh, 9:51:50.
12 Mavra/Spicer, Richmond, 9:52:13. 13 Shaw/Johnson, Artists Rifles, 9:53:00. 14 Payne/Morgan,
Cambridge, 9:57:25. 15 Banks/Gardiner, Exeter, 10:05:11. 16 Ashley/Blakeborough, Chester,
10:09:47. 17 Howatson/Holmes, 10:23:04. 18 Morris/Walsh, 10:27:15. 19 Betts/Stobbart,
Metropolitan Police, 10:27:16. 20 Smee/Snell, 10:28:28.
2.100: 1 Van Ginkel/Kraaijenga, Rotterdamsche, 9:10:11. 2 Lavarack/Loy, Richmond, 9:13:35.
3 Smith/Monger, 9:20:26. 4 Passmore/Walsh, Tonbridge, 9:39:03. 5 McKenna/Wakley, 9:40:51.
6 Blackburn/Hayes, Artists Rifles, 9:46:49. 7 Payne/Morgan, Cambridge, 9:57:25. 8 Banks/Gardiner,
Exeter, 10:05:11. 9 Gardner/Carter, Lincoln, 10:36:49. 10 Milligan/Finnigan, Welshpool WW,
10:48:07. 11 Crabb/Chivers, Devizes, 10:50:20. 12 Johnson/Silby, Banbury, 10:51:38.
13 Abrams/Bullock, Bishop’s Stortford/Barking & Dagenham, 11:13:36. 14 Whitefield/Clark,
Putney Bridge/Addlestone, 11:25:22. 15 Ruttle/Ruttle, Richmond, 11:49:19. 16 Gillespie/Moon,
Pangbourne, 11:58:30. 17 Gilks/Smith, Banbury, 12:47:54.
2F - Folding Boat Trophy: 1 Mucks/Tonkin, Royal Engineers, 12:46:04. 2 Sebley/Fearon, Artists
Rifles, 14:41:40.
C2J - Junior Canoe Trophy: 1 Bone-Knell/Jones, Royal Hospital Sch, 10:30:32.
2 Mellors/Johnson, Royal Hospital Sch, 10:44:36. 3 Goodman/Mason, Purley, 12:09:03.
C2 - Devizes-Westminster Canadian Trophy: 1 Cook/Blacker, Solihull/Southampton,
10:26:26. 2 Soenen/Vermilyea, 10:44:11. 3 McGrath/Marshall, 11:16:38.
1T: 1 Devizes, 31:11:35. 2 Pangbourne, 36:30:36. 3 Banbury, 43:44:56.
1/2T: 1 Pangbourne, 36:35:09.
2LJT: 1 Churcher’s Coll, 22:20:31. 2 Dauntsey’s Sch, 23:58:05. 3 Marlborough Coll, 24:01:56.
2JSchT - Schools Team Trophy: 1 Bryanston, 30:14:09. 2 Kimbolton, 30:46:22. 3 Dauntsey’s,
30:53:09.
2JT: 1 Fowey R, 27:56:35. 2 Bryanston Sch, 30:14:09. 3 Kimbolton Sch, 30:46:22.
2JCCFT - HMS Alacrity McKaig Cup: 1 Royal Hospital Sch, 31:42:03. 2 Royal Hospital Sch,
34:22:04. 3 Kimbolton Sch, 34:45:33.
2T - Devizes-Westminster Team Trophy: 1 Royal Engineers, 28:18:01. 2 Artists Rifles,
29:20:40. 3 Falcon, 30:42:56.
2CivT - Gillingham Trophy: 1 Falcon, 30:42:56.
2SerT - Royal Engineers Trophy: 1 Royal Engineers, 28:18:01.
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Word Championships
Great Br itain’s Claire O’Hara won her fifth world
championship squirt title with a thrilling final run on the
opening day of competition at San Juan in Argentina.
In the men’s competition, 50 year old American Clay
Wright won his third squirt world title, 20 years exactly after
he won his first.
His performance included a high scoring mystery move which saw
him disappear under the water for more than 20 seconds.
‘I just really wanted to make squirt boating look cool,’ Wright said.
‘My highest scoring run was good. I’m psyched to win for sure but
sticking that mystery move on the end, that was everything.
‘I’d be happy just to get that in front of this crowd. I’m stoked.’
Japan’s Hitomi Takaku moved into the lead in the women’s
competition with her final run, leaving O’Hara with the task of posting
a score close to 1,000 with the last run of the competition to take the
gold.
‘I knew after Hitomi’s last ride that it was going to be close and then
she took the lead and I thought “Okay, game on!”’ O’Hara said.
‘And then I started and it was falling to pieces and I thought “Oh no,
here we go.”’
‘I just had to totally reset and I knew if I got three or four of my
main tricks and my mystery it would be game on. I’m just so happy; all
day I haven’t been able to hit a 1,000 and then I did it.’
It was O’Hara’s ninth overall world championship title and, she said,
one of her most difficult.
‘This one is probably one of the hardest,’ she said.
‘Normally about 2,000 points is what we’re aiming for but this venue
is so challenging, unbelievably hard.
‘I wanted it and I’m so happy that I’ve got it.’
American Dane Jackson justified his red hot favouritism for the K1
event with a dominant display on the opening day of preliminaries.
23 year old Jackson was chasing his third senior world title and made
it clear he means business with 3,306.67 points from his two runs on
Wednesday.
‘I’m fired up; prelims is always an exciting and nervous round to see
what you can do under pressure so I’m fired up to have laid down two
good rides,’ Jackson said.
‘I think definitely I’ll have a little bit of a target on the back of my
head but I’m just fired up that there is so many good people.
‘So far I know some people have put down some rides I didn’t know
they could put down and a couple of the better people I know can get
bigger scores. That’s what’s exciting about it.’
Great Britain’s Gavin Barker was the only other athlete to crack
3,000 points, his 3,033.33 putting him almost 300 points behind
Jackson.
‘I felt pretty confident, actually. I felt like I was well prepared and that
I could do that ride so it was good to do it,’ Barker said.

Claire O’Hara.
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‘I think if I nail my big ride I’ll definitely be in contention.
There’s a few more big scoring moves I can fit in there.’
Third qualifier was France’s Sebastien Devred on 2,993.34
while Spain’s Joaquim Fontane Maso qualified in fourth place.
The Spaniard said he was working within himself in the
preliminary round.
‘I was a little bit conservative because I know a mistake here
is paying very high so I just wanted to make sure I made it through to
the next cut,’ Fontane Maso said.
‘My objective for this worlds is to hit the 2,000 point mark for one of
my rides so today I had a 1,500 so it is getting there.
‘I think some people think people at the top don’t feel the pressure
but we definitely feel it in our tummy before the start.’
The crowd favourite this weekend will be local athlete Maximiliano
Montoya, who led the competition early on Wednesday before
eventually qualifying in ninth place.
‘This is my area, this beautiful place, and it’s amazing to have the
world championships here,’ Montoya said.
‘Before I started the competition I felt very nervous.’
Dane Jackson was showing the form to win another golden double
at the world championships after posting the highest score in the
preliminary round of the C1 event on Thursday morning and Hitomi
Takaku threw down the challenge to Jackson’s sister, Emily, in the
women’s K1, finishing almost 300 points ahead of the defending world
champion after the preliminary round.
Takaku, who won a World Cup event at the same San Juan venue last
year, notched up 1,306.67 points compared with Jackson’s 1,013.33.
‘I’m really happy,’ Takaku said.
‘It was nice for me out there today. The competition is very exciting.
‘I had to change my plan just a little bit and I’ll try for bigger loops in
the final.’
France’s Marlene Devillez posted the highest single run of the day,
finishing third with a 1,010 total.
Dane Jackson followed up his chart topping performance in the K1
less than 24 hours earlier with 1,936.66 points in the C1, ahead of
Sebastien Devred on 1,796.67 and Czech Lukas Cervinka on 1,721.67.
Jackson has dominated freestyle kayak in recent years and won the
K1/C1 double at the 2015 world championships in Ottawa, Canada.
Cervinka was expected to be one of the main challengers for the C1
gold on Saturday after winning the past three European titles.
‘Before each competition I feel really good. I don’t feel stress any
more,’ Cervinka said.
‘There’s not much difference competing here than in the Europeans
but it is better here. There are a lot of really good people here.’
Emily Jackson said she felt her runs went well.
‘I feel pretty good; it’s a day by day, cut by bcut. You can’t win until
you’re in the finals so the goal is just to get there,’ Jackson said.
‘I felt like I performed my tricks really well but the scores didn’t
really reflect that.’
Dane Jackson smashed two records in an awesome display of freestyle
kayaking and canoeing and was less than 70 points from cracking the
magical K1 2,000 mark.
Jackson broke his own record in the C1 for the second time this
week and then posted an incredible 1,936.67 in his K1 semi final.
‘The most important thing was to make it to the finals but luckily it
worked out that I made it to the finals, had one of the highest ICF rides
and made it through in first position,’ Jackson said.
‘So I achieved all three on one ride so I’m pretty stoked and looking
forward to tomorrow.’
Jackson said he could improve further on his high scoring ride,
which could see him become the first athlete to crack 2,000 in a world
championship.

Charlie Blackpool.
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Dane Jackson.
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Freestyle

Britain top freestyle nation
Hitomi Takaku.

Joaquim Fontane.

I had to redo my McNasty, so 2,000 is definitely there. I’ve just got to
pump myself up to get there.’
Great Britain’s Robert Crowe finished with 1,706.67 and Sebastien
Devred was third qualifier with 1,593.33.
Jackson, who is chasing his second world championship golden
double in Argentina, followed up his record C1 score of 1,093.33 from
earlier in the week with a 1,236.67 on Friday.
‘I’m pretty stoked about that,. Jackson said.
‘It’s going to be a pretty tough final tomorrow because everyone can
crack that 1,000 mark.’
USA’s Seth Chapelle qualified second with 1,030 while three time
European champion Lukas Cervinka was third with 976.67.
Claire O’Hara’s quest to win back her freestyle kayak world title
received a boost when she qualified first for the final while main rival
and the defending world champion, USA’s Emily Jackson, missed the
medal decider.
Great Britain’s O’Hara posted 586.67 to nose out Marlene Devillez
on 570 points, with Poland’s Zofia Tula third with 568.33.
O’Hara was surprised to finish on top.
‘We didn’t see the scores and I wasn’t sure if one of my big tricks
had scored or not so we thought I might have been on the bubble and
missed the cut,’ O’Hara said.
‘To be honest, it’s just important to make it into the final at this stage.
I haven’t really pulled together at all this week.
‘On a couple of rides I’ve pulled the big moves but I haven’t had a
ride yet that I’m proud of.’
French teenager Tom Dolle has cruised into the finals of the junior
K1 event and is hoping to add even more tricks to his repertoire in
Saturday’s decider.
17-year-old Dolle, long earmarked as the next big thing in freestyle
kayak, posted a score of 1,416.67 in his semi final to qualify first, with
Great Britain duo Alex Walters (1,183.33) and Harry Price (863.33)
filling the minor placings.
‘I’m super stoked,’ Dolle said.
‘I just wanted to try and go through to the finals in first, then I can
relax and see what everyone else is doing.
‘I would like to do two or three more tricks in the final but if I can
do the same, that’s okay.’
The incredible balancing act that American teenager Sage Donnelly
has been undertaking all year would come to a head on Saturday, when
she would start favourite in the women’s junior K1 final.
17 year old Donnelly qualified first for the final with a score of 620,
ahead of Great Britain’s Ottilie Robinson-Shaw on 546.67.
‘I’m really stoked with my run,’ Donnelly said.
‘I’m really stoked to have put things together and San Juan has been
amazing and I can’t wait for the finals.
‘It’s definitely been especially nerve wracking this year because I am
coming here to defend my title.’
Donnelly had been competing in slalom, extreme slalom and freestyle
in 2017 as well as undertaking an online college programme.
Joaquim Fontane caused a major boilover, upsetting reigning world
champion Dane Jackson to win K1 on the final night and Claire
O’Hara confirmed her status as the greatest female freestyle paddler in
the world, completing her second world championship double.
Jackson led the men’s competition for the first two rounds with
1,683.33 but Fontane posted the best ride of the night with his final
effort to record 1,718.33.
Jackson was unable to better Fontane’s score with the final ride of the
night, giving gold to the Spaniard.
‘It’s a dream come true,’ Fontane said.
‘I’ve been having these dreams since I was 10 or 11. My first two
rides were not very good. To be fair, the lights were confusing me a little
bit so I was a bit unsure but then on the last ride I knew I only had one
chance. I only needed one ride to be world champion. I thought it was
my opportunity, I couldn’t let it escape from me.’
Sebastien Devred took the bronze with 1,485 points.

Sage Donnelly.

Tom Dolle.

O’Hara’s third world championship golden double of her career also
saw her set a new world record K1 score of 925.
‘It means the world, to be honest,’ O’Hara said.
‘This is my goal for this year. I’ve had a lot of family stuff going
on that not a lot of people know about and I’ve not been training as
committed as I normally would do.
‘To do it this late in my career, I’ve been competing in world
championships since 2007.’
Marlene Devillez finished 2nd with 886.67 and Japan’s Hitomi
Takaku was 3rd with 570.
There was no repeat of the record breaking C1 performances of
earlier in the week for Dane Jackson, although he went oh so close on
his way to his third C1 world title.
Jackson, who was chasing another C1/K1 double, posted 1,210 with
his first ride, a score that stood the test of time for the rest of the final.
Sebastien Devred, with 1,100, finished 2nd and Lukas Cervinka took
the bronze with 980.
In the preliminary round Jackson set a new ICF high score in the
men’s C1 with 1,093.33 and then bettered that mark again with
1,236.67 in Friday’s semi final.
‘One down, one to go, and fired up to take the win in one of the
most stacked C1 finals I’ve ever been in,’ Jackson said.
‘Definitely I’m really fired up to get another 1,200 and an 1,100,
pretty to have all three over 1,000. I was happy to break into 1,300 but
it couldn’t happen today.’
After two months of nerves and sleepless nights, Tom Dolle lived up
to expectations with a world junior title.
Tom Dolle started the shortest of short priced favourites in the five
man junior final and had set himself the goal of cracking 1,700 in the
title decider.
He achieved his goal with his first ride, pumping his fists after judges
awarded him 1,718.33. It turned out to be the winning score.
‘I’m so excited. I can’t really believe it,’ Dolle said.
‘I felt good after the first ride but I knew the other guys could still do
better so but I was less nervous for my second and third ride after that.’
Alex Walters took the silver medal with 1,496.67 points with Harry
Price 3rd with 1,216.67.
Teenager Ottilie Robinson-Shaw went to bed Friday night dreaming
of winning a world title and on Saturday it became reality when she
won junior women’s gold at her first attempt.
16 year old Robinson-Shaw took the lead early over defending
champion Sage Donnelly and had a nervous wait with the American
having the last ride of the competition but Donnelly was unable to
overhaul Robinson-Shaw’s 553.33, giving a disbelieving Brit the world
title.
‘It’s amazing. I feel like everyone is lying to me,’ Robinson-Shaw said.
‘They weren’t my strongest rides but I’m happy, especially as it’s my
first worlds.
Donnelly finished with 483.33 with fellow American, Olivia
McGinnis 3rd with 283.33.

ICF

K1WJ: 1 O Robinson-Shaw, GB, 553.33. 2 S Donnelly, USA, 483.33.
3 O McGinnis, USA, 283.33. 8 M Cross, GB.
K1W: 1 C O’Hara, GB, 925.00. 2 M Devillez, France, 886.67. 3 H Takaku, Nippon, 570.00.
5 I Crosbie, GB, 523.33. 10 L Davies, GB. 16 N Beeby, GB.
K1MJ: 1 T Dolle, France, 1,718.33. 2 A Walters, GB, 1,296.67. 3 H Price, GB, 1,216.67.
10 M Stephenson, GB.
K1M: 1 J Fontane Maso, España, 1,718.33. 2 D Jackson, USA, 1,683.33.
3 D Devred, France, 1,485.00. 4 R Crowe, GB, 1,295.00. 9 A Ward, GB. 20 C Brackpool, GB.
C1: 1 D Jackson, USA, 1,210.00. 2 S Devred, France, 1,100.00. 3 L Cervinka, Ceskà, 980.00.
8 J Ibbotson, GB. 13 B Pamlin, GB. 17 E Kelly, GB.
K1WSq: 1 C O’Hara, GB, 1.090.00. 2 H Takaku, Nippon, 996.67. 3 A Bruno, USA, 753.33.
10 O Robinson-Shaw, GB. 12 D Paterson, GB.
K1MSq: 1 C Wright, USA, 1,586.67. 2 A Edwards, GB, 1,480.00. 3 D Rogers, GB, 1,120.00.
O/A: 1 GB. 2 USA. 3 France.
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Jean Ashley

Jean Ashley photographs

Multisport

Rescue in the Atlantic

European Championships
The quadrathlon World Cup season 2018 began on 24th March with
breathtakingly beautiful scenery and exciting competition. The Azores
hosted the race on the charming island of Terceira in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean between Europe and America. This was the first time
the sprint European Champions have taken place on this Portuguese
island. At this early stage of the season there was much interest to
see who had come through their winter training well and were able
to reach peaks in form. Many top athletes were expected so the
excitement was high.
Mandy Greenaway was our only GB athlete racing; she enjoyed her
trip even though all didn’t go as expected! Mandy had a good swim
and kayak; unfortunately she had 2 punctures on the bike course. The
first she fixed but could only repair the one. She was rescued from DNF
by Lisa after she kindly lent Mandy her bike! Well done to Mandy for
continuing and pushing on to finish the course! Big thanks to Lisa
showing just how wonderful our quad community is, ‘Small Sport Big
Heart’!

QuadKidz series

Dates have been announced for the 2018 QuadKidz series. The
Dearne Valley Quad is on 10th Jun, Lincs QuadKidz training camp and
race the following weekend with the race on Sunday at Barton-uponHumber and Box End on Jul 15th. Racing will be in 9-11, 12-15 and
16-18 age groups.

Quadrathlon across the pond

Although quadrathlon is well established in Europe, this has not been
the case in America. However, an American association has now been
set up.

Bryant heads slalom K1s
Youth Olympic Games Qualifier
Portugal’s Cesar Soares and Hungary’s Eszter Rendessy took
the early honours on the opening day of the International
Canoe Federation’s Youth Olympic Games qualifiers in
Barcelona.
In tough windy conditions 16 year old Soares prevailed in a blanket
finish in the men’s C1 sprint over Uzbekistan’s Islomjon Abdusalomov
while 15 year old Rendessy was a convincing winner in the women’s
K1 sprint over Germany’s Gina Zint.
Rendessy said she felt nervous in the lead up to the event but felt
more worried about the weekend’s slalom obstacle race.
‘It was very hard but I felt I was in good form,’ Rendessy said.
‘I was so nervous. I had a lot of training but slalom has been very
difficult. I’m so nervous about it, the slide and the Eskimo roll especially.’
Soares said he felt relaxed heading into the day’s competition but was
also nervous about the weekend’s slalom competition.
‘I felt good today,’ Soares said.
‘We have trained a lot in the wind in Portugal so it made me feel
more familiar with the conditions.
‘This is my third international race so I have met many of these
athletes but it is the first time I have competed against Abdusalomov. I
liked competing against him.
‘I have two days now to practise in slalom. I have had some
difficulties with the Eskimo roll but we have been practising a lot.’
Only two athletes from Europe made the final eight in the men’s C1
event, an indication of the growing strength worldwide of canoeing.
There were four athletes from Asia and two from the Americas.
However, all of the quarter finalists in the women’s competition were
from Europe.
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Rendessy has no shortage of role models in Hungary to
base her career around.
The Hungarians have dominated women’s kayak paddling
for decades but Rendessy said five time Olympic gold
medallist Danuta Kozak is her hero.
To qualify a quota place for Buenos Aires the athletes must compete
in both the sprint and slalom events with the combined results
determining the final standings and the allocation of the 64 Youth
Olympic Games positions.
Athletes from Belarus and Uzbekistan triumphed on the second day.
Maksim Khutski held on to win the boys’ K1 sprint final in a tight
finish from Russia’s Danil Vetrov while in the women’s C1 sprint Uzbek
Gulbakhar Fayzieva dominated throughout the competition to secure
top spot ahead of Hungary’s Laura Gönczöl.
Under the YOG format, the athletes now had to turn their attention
to this weekend’s slalom obstacle races, which would involve starting at
the top of a ramp and then executing an Eskimo roll midway through
the race.
From her first race of the day, 16 year old Fayzieva sent out a strong
message. She posted a time of 1:59.21 and was the only C1 athlete to go
under two minutes for the event.
Fayzieva grew up in the village where Vadim Menkov, Uzbekistan’s
twice world champion, was born, which is also on the bank of a popular
canoeing lake.
The Menkov influence and the access to the lake means ‘All the girls
take up canoeing,’ Fayzieva said.
She admits the slalom would prove more challenging for her but had
spent the previous two months practising her compulsory role.
Khutski was pushed all the way in his semi final and final, the 15 year
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old firstly seeing off the challenge of Hungary’s Ádam Kiss in the semi
final and then scraping home against Vetrov, 1:35.59 to 1:35.79, in the
final.
A Thai paddler who one year ago was part of a talent identification
programme for new athletes celebrated his 16th birthday with victory
in the boys’ C1 slalom obstacle race on Saturday.
Underlining the growing global reach of canoeing, athletes from
every continent were represented in the semi finals of Saturday’s
competition.
Welsh 15 year old Lili Bryant won the girls’ K1 event on a day when
athletes from lesser known canoeing nations dominated.
Piyanath Koetsuk was new to the sport of slalom when he took part
in a talent identification programme in Thailand in 2017 but he looked
every bit a seasoned campaigner as he stormed to victory over New
Zealand’s Finn Anderson in cold and wet conditions.
Both Koetsuk and Anderson had ground to make up after the sprint
section of the competition on Thursday, when they finished 50th and
40th respectively.
Bryant was 58th after Thursday’s sprint in the girls’ K1 but felt much
more comfortable in the slalom event, beating American Ria Sribar in
the final.
Sribar was only marginally better in the sprint, finishing 51st.
Bryant now had to front up for the girls’ C1 slalom on Sunday, one of
the few athletes to do both disciplines.
‘I had no expectations. I certainly didn’t imagine I would finish top
eight or even win,’ Bryant said.
‘The (K1) sprint wasn’t the result I wanted but it was still fun. I wasn’t
too happy after my sprint but I wasn’t really bothered about it because I
had a good time today and I had a good time doing sprint as well.’
Unlike Koetsuk, Bryant was introduced to paddling at a young age.
‘My dad’s a paddler, so almost since I was born I was straight in there
doing slalom,’ she said.
‘Sprint though, not at all. A few months maybe?
‘I went better than I thought I would in the canoe sprint so
tomorrow I’m just going to try my best and see how I go. I didn’t fall in
and got through to the second round.’
Bryant’s teammate, Lois Leaver, finished 4th, beaten in the race for
3rd by Slovakia’s Kristina Durecova.
The top five for the girls featured three Europeans, an American and
China’s Li Shumei, while the boys’ top eight featured three athletes

from Asia, two from Europe and one each from Africa, Oceania and the
Americas.
Germany’s Zola Lewandowski and Slovenia’s Lan Tominc clinched
the final two titles on offer on the last day.
In strong winds but under clear skies Lewandowski defeated Iran’s
Nirvana Asadbeki in the girls’ C1 slalom obstacle race, while Tominc
outlasted Czech Jakub Krejci to win the boys’ K1 slalom title.
15 year old Lewandowski, who started her paddling career as a kayak
sprint athlete before turning to canoe slalom ‘because she was bored’,
finished 27th in the sprint on Friday.
‘I feel very good but it’s still only sinking in,’ Lewandowski said.
‘It all feels a bit surreal, to be honest. I actually prefer the windy
conditions. I like it when you are driving against it. It felt like less of a
challenge.
‘I’m honestly feeling awesome. I’m so grateful to all my trainers and
my family and friends for supporting me.’
Lewandowski is now in the box seat to emulate the feats of her canoe
slalom hero, Australia’s Jessica Fox, who won at the very first Youth
Olympics in Singapore in 2010.
‘I know it’s cliched to say that but she’s honestly an amazing athlete,’
Lewandowski said.
‘She’s very nice and she’s had a lot of success. Maybe I can do the
same thing; we will wait and see.’
15 year old Tominc underlined a strong day of paddling with a
powerful performance in the final, pulling away from the highly rated
Czech in the closing stages to earn the top spot.
Tominc was 38th after Friday’s sprint.

ICF

K1WSp: 1 E Rendessy, Magyarország, 1:47.98. 2 G Zint, Deutschland, 1:49.63.
3 L Ujfalvi, Magyarország.
K1MSp: 1 M Khutski, Belarus, 1:35.59. 2 D Vatrov, Rossija, 1:35.79. 3 Á Kiss, Magyarország.
C1WSp: 1 G Fayzieva, Uzbekistan, 2:01.13. 2 L Gönczöl, Magyarország, 2:09.09.
3 M Akbarova, Uzbekistan.
K1WSl: 1 L Bryant, GB, 1:16.58. 2 R Sribar, USA, 1:20.08. 3 K Diurecova, Slovensko.
4 L Leaver, GB.
K1MSl: 1 L Tominc, Slovenija, 1:07.12. 2 J Krejci, Ceskà, 1:11.23. 3 T Bouchardon, France.
9 R Dixon, GB. 10 T Mayer, GB.
C1WSl: 1 Z Lewandowski, Deutschland, 1:29.51. 2 N Asadbeki, Iran, 1:37.35.
3 E Luknarova, Slovensko.
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Slalom

Edwards tops sunburn slalom
Hornbill Cardiff Bay Slalom
Think of a bank holiday slalom in Wales and you will probably
envisage horizontal rain and the occasional sodden sheep flying past.
The early May bank holiday was different, the hottest such bank holiday
on record. Being on the Cardiff Bay white water course, there were
no sheep in evidence but plenty of buildings around this city artificial
course, the latest being a tower block at the end of the course, the first
flats to sell being those with a view straight up the course.
For those needing rehydrating, Red Bull staff were wandering about,
handing out samples.
Although billed as an international slalom, the only overseas visitors
were from across the Irish Sea and few of them.
First runs of men’s K1s saw an impressive 92.48 from Ciaran Edwards.
James Cooper managed 0.01 second faster but at the cost of a touch.
Huw Swetnam was a second adrift, also with a touch, while ranking list
leader for 2017, Zach Franklin, was a further 3 seconds slower. Second
runs saw 92.20 from Edwards, giving him two of the three fastest runs
of the day but this time with a touch. Cooper missed a gate, as did
Franklin, and Swetnam lost a lot of time, leaving Edwards with the win.
In the women’s K1s Mallory Franklin produced the class fastest first
run time of 100.63 but with a touch. Fiona Pennie blew it by missing a
gate while Megan Hamer-Evans was 15 seconds off the pace. Kimberley
Woods was nearly half a minute adrift while Hannah Bailey had three
touches to add to an indifferent time. Three paddlers got under 100
seconds on second runs, including Franklin but with two touches to
take the shine off her performance. Pennie’s 97.48 was the fastest of the
class and clear. Hamer-Evans improved her time by 10 seconds but still
was not clean. Woods recovered her form but could not match Pennie
on time or penalties. Bailey improved her time and penalties but not by
enough.
Willam Coney produced 101.89 with a touch in men’s C1s. Sam
Ibbotson was 1.5 seconds faster but with another penalty, the best
performance being Will Smith’s 97.94 clear, the only C1 time under

100 seconds. Coney improved his second run time but added another
touch, Ibbotson was slightly slower and Smith took his time down to
97.08 but was not clear so his first run result was the one which gave
him the win.
Mallory Franklin’s first run time of 107.67 was 7 seconds clear of the
field so her touch was not a problem. Sophie Ogilvie missed a couple
of gates to write off her run. It is rare to see capsizes or rolls these days,
perhaps greater skill levels, better boats or easier courses, but Kimberley
Woods obliged with a roll on the fall after the last gate. Franklin took
3 seconds off her time but added a touch for a slight improvement.
Ogilvie matched her first run speed but now with just a touch for 3rd

A trainee car thief or the latest fashion accessory?

James Cooper takes 2nd place in men’s kayaks.

Huw Swetnam was 3rd.
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Northern Irish paddler Alistair McCreery.

Mallory Franklin was the most consistent of the top women.

Fiona Pennie’s second run gave her the K1W win.

Kirsten Eatock of Co Antrim.
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Will Smith’s runs were both well clear of the rest of the C1s.

Sam Ibbotson rounded off the top three men’s C1s.

Either of William Coney’s runs would have given him 2nd place in C1.

Jake Cochrane of Lisburn City.
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Kimberley Woods, runner up in women’s C1.

Under 18s Harvey and Thomas Merrifield were the only C2 entry.

Sophie Ogilvie placed 3rd in women’s C1.

Hannah Bailey, current ranking list leader.
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Drug cheats

A Japanese slalomist failed a drugs test after a rival for Olympic places
had spiked his drink with a banned drug. Eventually the guilty party
owned up after a twinge of conscience. However, if he had not done
so there would have been a grave miscarriage of justice. It also opens
up the possibility of a drug cheat being caught and somebody else, not
worried about a ban, ‘owning up’ on his behalf.
Bence Horvath has been banned for four years after failing an out
of competition drugs test. He had already been dropped by the 2016
Hungarian Olympic team because of an ‘atypical doping pattern’
but continued racing elsewhere. The failed test was on June 12th last
year. His ban has been enacted from that date, costing his two silver
medals in K1 200m. In the world championships race at Racice, won
by Liam Heath, Latvia’s Aleksejs Rumjancers now gets the silver and
Russia’s Evgenii Lukantsar the bronze. The upgrades in the European
championships go to Serbia’s Marko Dragosavljevic and Spain’s Carlos
Garrote.

Popular canoeists

Lisa Carrington.

In an ICF poll with over 20,000 votes cast, Lisa Carrington of New
Zealand had the most popular performance of 2017, her K1 200m
world title. Indeed, the ICF frequently use her picture in publicity.
Liam Heath was placed 3rd for the corresponding men’s performance
while Lani Belcher was 10th for her marathon world title. Only Jessica
Fox, in 9th place, was not a flat water paddler. I suspect, given Olympic
TV viewing figures, the general public would have gone for slalom in
preference and the outcome here was more indicative of the people
who look at the ICF website, a bias which is of some concern. My
favourite performance of 2017? Young German Emma Grigull in the
IC world championships at Pwllheli, nowhere in the results in an event
you would be hard pushed to find on the ICF website but awe inspiring
racing, sheer exhuberance and a huge grin in an event where older
men usually dominate. I wonder how much publicity the ICF gave the
championships as I didn’t see any.

Future venues

Tees paddler Daisy Cooil in C1.
place. Woods put most of her problems behind her with a 7 second
increase in speed, not quite enough to topple Franklin.
The Merrifield brothers, under 18s, were the only crew to contest
C2.
As an international it had minimal overseas support but as a slalom
with enjoyable conditions it was right up there at the top.

Remi Baudot of Nottingham Surf Club.
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K1WP: 1 F Pennie, CR Cats, 97.48. 2 K Woods, Rugby/Hydrosport, 101.85. 3 M Franklin, Windsor,
101.92. 4 H Baily, Stafford & Stone, 106.41. 5 A Maslen, Pinkston Panthers, 107.69. 6 L Bryant,
Llandysul, 109.76. 7 M Hamer-Evans, Seren Dwr/TJ Composites, 110.36. 8 E Miller, Lee Valley,
113.20. 9 M Jennings, Breadalbane, 113.56. 10 G Ridge, Seren Dwr, 113.83. 11 S Ogilvie,
CR Cats, 114.07. 12 N Setchell, Holme Pierrepont/Jem, 114.59. 13 P Spicer, Lee Valley, 115.12.
14 R Ogilvie, CR Cats, 116.80. 15 J Rayner, Brecon, 117.69. 16 B Forrow, Lee Valley, 121.26.
17 D Cooil, Tees Tigers/Vajda, 122.80. 18 H Rogers, CR Cats, 122.80. 19 A Hollick, Manchester,
122.82. 20 O Hooper, Holme Pierrepont, 122.82.
K1MP: 1 C Edwards, Llandysul, 92.48. 2 J Cooper, Seren Dwr/Squarerock, 94.47. 3 H Swetnam,
EyeTee, 95.59. 4 M Brown, CR Cats, 96.06. 5 E Vernon, Holme Pierrepont, 97.22. 6 B Haylett,
Holme Pierrepont, 97.93. 7 Z Franklin, Windsor/Polaczyk, 98.28. 8 J Bailey, Stafford & Stone,
98.50. 9 O Gilbert, Viking, 99.01. 10 B Teasdale, Tees Tigers, 99.06. 11 S Moss, Holme Pierrepont,
99.66. 12 K Rozentals, Stafford & Stone, 100.14. 13 R Baudot, Nottingham Surf, 100.96.
14 D Bain, Stafford & Stone, 102.16, 15 M Curry, Lee Valley, 102.22. 16 J Brown, Tees Tigers,
102.22. 17 F Yates-Jones, Llandysul/Vajda, 102.25. 18 P Sunderland, Stafford & Stone, 102.73.
20 A Gill, Manchester, 105.27.
C1WP: 1 M Franklin, Windsor, 108.64. 2 K Woods, Rugby/Hydrosport, 109.36.
3 S Ogilvie, CR Cats, 115.85.
C1MP: 1 W Smith, Winchester, 97.94. 2 W Coney, Llandysul, 103.29. 3 S Ibbotson, Holme
Pierrepont, 104.37. 4 B Haylett, Holme Pierepont, 108.87. 5 R Baudot, Nottingham Surf, 109.22.
6 P Marriott, Break Out, 109.55. 8 J Kettle, Lee Valley, 110.90. 9 Z Pearson, Holme Pierrepont/
Alexandra, 113.45. 10 R Fernie, Holme Pierrepont, 114.96. 11 D Cox, Lee Valley, 118.07.
12 K Rozentals, Stafford & Stone, 118.08. 13 R Harratt, Stafford & Stone, 119.01. 14 J Mayo, Lee
Valley, 119.60. 15 J Gibbons, Llandysul/Nelo, 121.41. 16 T Lunny, Shepperton, 121.58.
17 A Boote, Stafford & Stone/Hydra Sports, 123.88. 18 J Round, Snowdonia, 135.84. 19 D Mitchell,
Wyedean, 138.47. 20 J Cox, Lea Valley, 166.13.
C2: 1 Merrifield/Merrifield, Taunton, 156.08.
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The ICF have announced venues for forthcoming world
championships. Ocean racing will be at Viana do Castelo in 2020 and
back again on the Iberian peninsula at Lanzarote the following year.
In 2022 the slalom will be at Ausgburg for a fourth time with the
juniors at Ivrea, the sprint at Dartmouth with the juniors at Szeged,
the marathon at Ponte de Lima and the French running both the wild
water racing at Treignac and the polo at St Omer.
The IC Europa Cup will be contested just outside Berlin this year,
with Sanguinet near Bordeaux next year. The next world championships
will be on Lake Macquarie in Australia in 2020.

Emma Grigull.

Hungarian developments

Szeged claims to be the spiritual home of sprint racing and has
produced an impressive set of competitors in recent years. The course
is now to be widened and roofs put on the stands, car parking increased
and the local roads reworked.
Danuta Kozak, who has five Olympic wins to her name, returns
to racing this year after a year out for the birth of her first child but
has had a lot of injury and illness problems since last autumn. Natasa
Doucher-Janics, a triple Olympic winner but now 35, also returns to
competition this year

Danuta Kozak.

Periodical Publishers Association
Independent Publisher Awards
Inaugural
Achievement Award
winner
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Reviews of new books and publications
Sean of the Congo
Sean McCarthy
978 0 9532724 3 3
240 x 160mm
212 pages, hardback
2017
contact@seanofthecongo.co.uk
Back in 1989 Sean McCarthy was 23 and
his mate, Shaggy, a couple of years older;
‘full of beans, we were resilient young men
trying to realise an audacious rite of passage.
In paddling part of the Congo, I like to
think we may have achieved it.’
The planned journey was from Kisangani
to Kinshasa, shortened for compelling
reasons explained in the book. The mode of
transport was dugout pirogue, challenging at the best of times, more so
on a river up to 16km wide, especially when the participants had never
paddled anything before.
In fact, the time on the water accounts for only a quarter of the book.
The greater part of it is the getting there, highly informative reading on
a range of problems and dangers of an economy trip to a Third World
country. The dangers included life threatening episodes with animals
and humans yet it is not just stumbling from one crisis to another. Sean
was clearly moved by the scenery and sunsets on other occasions. While
walking through the jungle at night, something against which they had
been advised, the concern was not the animals but three men with a
motorbike staking them out, an incident which looked increasingly
nasty and was only interrupted by good fortune.
He wrote the first seven chapters when he got back, then left it for
nearly three decades before completing the book. The join does not
show, which is surprising as the tone is decidedly laddish. Apparently
it has been toned down a bit but is still raucously unPC. Auntie would
find plenty to bleat about here.
Several pages of coloured photographs in the middle are joined by
the occasional black and white ones among the text and by a useful map
at the beginning of each chapter to record progress. Forewords include
one by Tim Baillie and Etienne Stott and the list of acknowledgements
is long and interesting.
For anyone wanting to travel off the beaten track and not to spend
too much money doing so, this book is a real eye opener.

non standard. The book draws attention to Antares charts which are
informative, a visual index to relevant ones being included. The book is
heavily illustrated, the many aerial photographs being particularly useful,
showing subsurface rocks. It is largely a pilot, descriptions being given
from seaward, with less than might be expected of features of interest
along the way but there are frequent cross references to Cruising Scotland
(May 16, p35), which contains the relevant information.
Maps, lights, tidal constants and tidal streams are listed. Not only are
the movements of the complex tides of this area fully detailed but the
reasons for them are explained well, invaluable.
The code of practice for use of Oban Bay is given in full, including
showing the Large Vessel Channel which should be avoided and
drawing attention to the use by seaplanes, also to be avoided. It includes
a paragraph for paddlers.
Paddlers are shown on Loch Sween and it is noted that the leading
lines on Jura’s Loch Tarbert were established by Blondie Hasler.
Wire binding allows the book to be folded back on itself without
damage.
Outer Hebrides
Outer Hebrides
Edward Mason
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
978 184623 903 8
300 x 220mm
172 pages, paperback
2012. 2nd edition 2017
£32.50
This is another pilot for
yachtsmen but on a couple of
occasions the route is left entirely
to sea kayaks, a tidal rapid on
Loch Seaforth and the Gunwale
or Ranga Channel, suitable only
for boats ‘without any underwater
appendages’.
Some UKHO charts are based
on surveys undertaken in the
aftermath of the 1745 uprising. The book promotes Antares charts
which are much more recent and informative. The book is extensively
illustrated. Just a glance at the cover shows how informative these
pictures can be.
There is a table of facilities including shops and restaurants and it
spells out where they are or, more to the point, where they are not. That
includes a map of where VHF reception is poor.
Coverage is predominantly (82%) of the more sheltered east side of
the Outer Hebrides but the exposed storm beaches facing the Atlantic
are covered briefly with the Flannans and St Kilda included for those
who want the full experience.

Kintyre to Ardnamurchan

Walking in the Dordogne

Janette Norton, Alan Norton & Pamela Harris
Cicerone, Juniper House, Murley Moss,
Edward Mason
Oxenholme Rd, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7RL
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson,
978 1 85284 843 9
Wych House, St Ives, Cambs
170 x 120mm
PE27 5BT
262 pages, paperback
978 184623 902 1
2004. 2nd edition 2018
300 x 220mm
£14.95
214 pages, paperback
Although a guide to walks in the Bergerac area,
2014. 2nd edition 2018
particularly in the vicinity of rivers, it is made
£32.50
clear that some places are best seen from the water,
‘The Scottish west coast, implying trip boats.You will not be alone. ‘The river at Bergerac is wide
between the Mull of Kintyre and gentle, flowing lazily through the town, its waters now the home of
and Ardnamurchan Point offers ducks, swans and canoeists.’ The Dordogne downstream of white water
some of the best and most sections and the Vézère below the 2022 WWR world championships
varied sailing that can be found course at Treignac are the rivers most frequently visited but other placid
anywhere in Europe.’ So begins rivers are included. It is not all flat touring water, the Saut de la Gretuse
the introduction and it is equally rapids on the Dordogne being shown, bypassed by the Canal de Lalinde.
applicable for sea paddlers. Aimed
Photographs are limited in size and number but frequently show
at yachtsmen, quite a lot of the dramatic river scenery although, strangely, they nearly all lack people
text relates to anchorages but there is much information we can glean. and vehicles. While this is a rural area, all is up to date and what we
There are many chartlets, each with a scale although many of these are might call cart tracks are here described as jeep tracks.
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The history, of which there is no shortage, including much English
involvement, is given a sound introduction and there is plenty more of
local interest, not least the food and wine with free wine tasting venues
being identified.
IGN maps are also listed. There is a map included for each of the 35
routes although care needs to be taken as they are at four different scales
between 1:25,000 and 1:50,000. Helpful are several reference points for
each of these maps, repeated clearly in the text in order to locate the
relevant points on the routes quickly.
Anyone touring the river is likely to want to stop and visit the local
attractions off the water. They are here in this attractive part of rural
France.
Walking Loch Lomond & the Trossachs
Ronald Turnbull
Cicerone
978 1 85284 963 4
170 x 120mm
286 pages, paperback
2009. 2nd edition 2018
£14.95
In much of Scotland you can be on the water
looking at the peaks or on the peaks looking at
the water. This is the latter, not for those with
tick lists of peaks but for those who want to get
their teeth into something longer and more challenging, away from the
crowds walking up wide paths. The small print does suggest a different
title to be bought by peak baggers but you can’t be too rude to people
prepared to spend money with you.
The author has a nice turn of phrase and some dry humour, offset by
contrived puns. Indeed, could Turnbull be a pen name?
Lochs Katrine, Lomond, Lubnaig, Venachar, Earn, Long, Goil.
Achray, Doine and Eck are encountered with the Rivers Forth and
Falloch. Pictures include the Falls of Leny, Edinample Falls and the Allt
Coriegrogain through to falls you would not even consider in your
dreams. Usefully, not only are translations given of many Gaelic names,
often helpfully unimaginative, but also pronunciations.
One of the last walks in the book is a circuit of Ben Donich,
including following down the River Goil (May 2017 guide, giving
some attention to a bridge no longer safe for vehicles, which was not
mentioned in our guide).
In this book, cart tracks are tractor or Landrover tracks.
For walkers, the water can be a hindrance. ‘One day, maybe, there will
be ferries on Loch Lomond that really are ferries rather than pleasure
cruises for the sedentary. (The National Park Authority might like to
inspect the timetable for Ullswater or Derwentwater.)’
One evening last year in Mallaig I bought my evening meal from
the sandwich rack of the Co-op because everywhere else had stopped
serving, even the chip shop, although it was still daylight. That is not an
unusual problem for those in the outdoors in the summer in Scotland
so it is useful to have closing times included with the appendix of
facilities, thinly spread in parts of the Highlands.
The Loch Lomond area is becoming known for its money grabbing
attitude. ‘Luss village car park is pricey for an all-day ticket (and who
carries £7 in coins anyway?).’ The author rubs it in by mentioning
the £1 car parks at the head of Loch Long several times in subsequent
chapters.
The West Highland Way, near Rob Roy’s Cave, where ‘One entrance
is helpfully marked ‘CAVE’ in high white letters’, passes ‘a couple of
attractive wild campsites’. Presumably these are just clear of one of
the extensive wild camping ban areas imposed by the national park
authorities last year with threats of heavy fines. While these areas do
not pose as large a danger to walkers as they do to those on the water,
because they are mainly waterside, they still pose a significant threat to
the lives of walkers if they have to climb away onto higher ground or
not come right down off the hill if they need to find shelter, Ramblers
Scotland having also expressed their concerns. An appendix raises the
subject but perhaps it needed to be discussed more fully in the text.
The introductory section includes the expected coverage of weather
and midges but it is unusual to have guidance on how to tell a rescue
helicopter where to land if a full emergency has developed or, indeed,
how to tell it to go away if not needed.
Maps in the book are sections of OS 1:50,000 map and everything is
protected by a plastic cover, which Cicerone use on only some of their
books.

Danube in Serbia
Milena Mihaljcic
National Tourism Organisation
of Serbia, Cika Ljubina 8, 11000
Beograd
978 86 6005 513 4
2nd edition 2017
A4
20 pages, paperback
The River Danube flows through
Serbia for 588km, hence the
subtitle. Its most dramatic feature
is the Iron Gate and photographs
also show other aspects of the river.
Mostly the booklet is about the
river’s environs, especially buildings
along its course, and there are
suggestions of what the visitor must
see and do.
This appears to be a different book from Discover Danube in Serbia
(Apr 09, p52) but the two seem closely related.
Life is good follow us
Lars Simonsen
978 87 999511 0 9
210 x 140mm
358 pages, paperback
2016
www.lifeisgoodfollowus.com
Many parents must have dreamed of taking
their kids out of school, abandoning the rat race
and disappearing into the wide blue yonder but
got no further than dreaming. The economic
downturn, leading to loss of job with house,
helped Lars Simonsen, partner Suzi, seven year
old son and five year old daughter to turn this
dream into reality. Lars and Suzi had already
travelled widely in the past as backpackers. Lars had the experience to
be an outdoor adventure instructor but lacked the paper qualifications.
The following adventure was to set him above the masses.
The 7,200km journey from Copenhagen to Istanbul used two Hobie
kayaks with outriggers, powered by sails and pedals as appropriate and
took 18 months, on the sea, on rivers and on canals. Effective use of
social media resulted in extensive public and media interest, the family
often being met by and cheered away by crowds. In Marseilles they even
encountered Jessica Fox. Generosity of local people was astonishing.
Although they were set up to camp, very often they were hosted in
sailing or canoe clubs, in people’s houses or even had hotel stays paid for
by their supporters.
They seemed to have a basic diet of pizza, supplemented by Danish
meatballs when available, but many meals were cooked or bought for
them by supporters along the way and the kids frequently left with gifts
of toys, especially Lego.
It was not all holiday for the kids, however. School textbooks were
taken along and there were often educational visits to places on land,
quite apart from the wildlife they met on the water and the current
affairs resulting from waves of migrants crossing the Mediterranean.
Unlike expeditions to remote areas of the world, the grandparents
met them at intervals and the kids were taken away with them for
occasional breaks. The presence of the children often saw the expedition
through difficulties with officialdom where adults alone would have
been thwarted by the authorities. Trampolines between hull and
outriggers meant that the kids had more room to spread out and play or
do school work. Alternatively they could get into their survival bags and
sleep while the parents battled with trying conditions.
With two summers and a winter, all conditions were met with
extremes of temperature. Clothing varied from hated drysuits to
nothing. Even way out at sea they would sometimes jump overboard to
swim when they were too hot.
There were a number of kit breakages, resulting in successive rest days
while waiting for spare parts to arrive, facilitated by local dealers.
Not included in the book was the sequel, driving an electric BMW
from Austria back to Denmark.
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If Lars lacked paper qualifications, this book stands him in good
stead, Danish TV having defined them Denmark’s most adventurous
family. Indeed, the parents noticed the growth in confidence of the kids,
including the first teenage response of Liva, six years old by this time.
At the back are 25 pages of coloured pictures from the trip.
This is nearer to home than many adventure travel books but presents
many different issues, especially about travel with children.

villages but not excessively so and there is some overlap. Some of the
smaller lakes in the vicinity are included with canoeing as one of the
sports to which they are well suited, nothing new, prehistoric pirogues
having been found in the pristine Lake Monate.
A map would have been useful for those not familiar with the area.
Folegandros

The Ionian Islands

Yourtranslator
Municipality of
Folegandros
Yannis Ragos
200 x 280mm
Greek National Tourism Organisation
24 pages, paperback
978 960 534 051 3
Other than a short
2nd edition 2016
introduction in five
240 x 160mm
languages, this booklet
87 pages, paperback
consists entirely of
This guide works its way through the
island pictures. The only
Ionian islands, village by village, pointing
text is an unobtrusive
out the attractions, listing the events,
note in Greek and
activities, sports and important telephone
English to g ive the
numbers.
location.
The best swimming beaches are
I worry about a set of hairpin bends below Panagia at Chora, shown
indicated, presumably not the smaller ones
difficult to reach by those on foot, and from three angles, alternate corners, for no obvious reason, at the lip of a
there are many attractive photographs of vertical cliff. Fail to brake for any reason and you would have no chance.
the coast, many of them aerial. There are also pointers to the numerous Otherwise there are some very inviting seascape venues shown.
caves, particularly the Blue Caves on Zakynthos.
Villages and beaches are all marked on location maps and there is a
Beaches
large fold out map at the back. History is included and it is surprising
how frequently the 1953 earthquake still features and how buildings
have been reinstated to their original designs rather than to something
Patronat de Turisme Costa
more resistant.
Brava Girona
The lists of sports include watersports but, even when these are
Robert Carmona & Xavier
broken down into individual sports, kayaks are never mentioned once.
Carmaniu
Yet one of the large double page spread photographs includes three sea
160 x 230mm
kayaks being paddled in the foreground at Vathy on Ithaca.
172 pages, paperback
For Zakynthos, locations are given where camping is banned and the
Each Costa Brava beach has a
area has to be cleared completely at night in order not to disturb turtle
full page photograph, a couple
egg laying.
of paragraphs of descr iption
and then a whole series of icons
giving full details, from the exact dimensions of the beach to the setting,
... The Blue Feelings of Aegean! access by car, bus, boat or on foot, toilets, showers, bars, restaurants,
sports equipment hire, parking, lifeguards, first aid, dogs, mooring, much
Federation of Dodecanese information for the disabled and whether clothes are required.
Islands Small Family
Some beaches can only be reached by boat and some have moorings
Accommodations for cruise ships. A particularly useful aspect of the booklet is that it
160 x 230mm includes problems, parking difficulties, exposure to Tramuntana winds
44 pages, paperback and places subject to rockfalls after dark.
Each of the Dodecanese
Sea kayaks appear in a few pictures, usually onshore in the distance,
islands is introduced in turn and attention is drawn to a kayak school.
with a full page photograph
The pictures quickly make it clear which are secluded coves and
f acing text in English and which are long sweeps of sand for the hordes. While most photographs
Greek, the pictures mostly of the show few people, the icons suggest how busy they get, supported by
coastline. The limited information given does tend to get bogged down the size of carparks and whether you will have to pay for parking if you
in purple prose. Surprisingly, a page is devoted to warning about what is want to get close. There is a lot more information here than appears at
claimed to be illegal internet advertising in the form of accommodation first glance.
offers by people who are not members of the publishers’ organization.
Beaches

Lake Maggiore
Istituto Geographico DeAgostini, C so della
Vittoria 91, 28100 Novara
180 x 120mm
2012
144 pages, paperback
At first sight this is simply an update of the
Lake Maggiore guide (Nov 2012, p52). The
cover pictures are the same, various articles are
unchanged and many of the photographs are the
same. Also, the tiny typeface, less than 7.5 pt, is
retained.
In fact, the major difference this time is that it
covers the Lombard shore of the lake rather than the Piedmont shore
so both books are needed to give comprehensive coverage. This time
there seems to be a little more emphasis on the lakeside mountains and
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Patronat de Turisme de la
Diputació de Tarragona,
C Montcada 32, 3r, 43500 Tortosa
Orial Gracia
200mm sq
24 pages, paperback
This guide to the beaches of
Catalonia’s Terres de l’Ebre remains
virtually unchanged (Dec 11, p63).
The list of icons for each beach now
includes one for beaches where pets
are allowed. (We would have one for
where dogs are banned!) The list of
yacht clubs and marinas has also expanded. Finally, the fragile stencilled
cover has been abandoned. Otherwise Catalonia attempts to attract
tourists as before its independence vote.
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The pictures show idyllic beaches, usually nearly
deserted and most have warnings to stay away from
the cliffs because of the risk of rockfall. There is
also a brief reference to winds although this is not
in any detail.
Throughout the booklet there are no captions to
pictures although it is usually clear which location
is illustrated.
After the beaches, some walking routes are
suggested, including a 24km boating route on the
River Arade.

The Beaches & Nautical
Patronat de Turisme de la
Diputació de Tarragona
200mm sq
24 pages, paperback
This dual language beach guide in
Catalan and English covers the Costa
Daurada centred around Tarragona.
The 92km features 60 beaches.
Each beach or group of beaches
has a photograph, usually of very
gently shelving sand, typically devoid
of people, with a few in the distance
or with a couple of young children
in the foreground.
A sentence or two of introduction leads to an array of icons including
the texture of the beach, showers, toilets, where clothing is required,
boardwalks, disabled facilities, first aid, lifeguards, bars, restaurants,
parking, children’s facilities including minding, equipment hire, picnic
area, recycling, public transport and distance to the centre of the nearest
town.
Three pages list companies which offer watersports equipment hire,
including kayaks, and which offer lessons in what can be easy conditions
for beginners.
Beaches & nature
André Parente
Turismo de Portimão Promotion Bureau
2016
180 x 120mm
60 pages, paperback
This dual language guide in English and German covers ten Portimão
beaches on the Algarve, usually with a half page of text, two pictures
and a selection of icons covering facilities to complete each spread.

La Maddalena
Ufficio Turismo La Maddalena
150mm sq
68 pages, paperback
This booklet on the archipelago at the
northern end of Sardinia has many pictures
of the coast. These are all either full page
or two page spreads but with locations
not captioned. There is full text, in Italian,
covering features of interest in these islands.
An eye for talent
Among those in this year’s winter Olympics
was Charlotte Bankes, representing France on
snowboard. You might have remembered her
from the cover of White Water Massif Central.
Peter Knowles has an eye for talent.
Propping up Channel 4
Channel 4 have asked to use Canals of Britain,
developed from Canoeist guides, as a prop in the
next series of Great Canal Journeys. Watch for it
on the table.

Back then
20 years ago
* On being suspended as sprint chairman, David Train resigned in order to speak out about his concerns,
particularly about the level of control the Sports Council were exerting over the BCU.
* A Sports Science & Sports Medicine Centre was opened at Holme Pierrepont and a two storey National
Development Centre for Canoeing was to be built next to the BCU headquarters.
* Access to rivers in the Isère départment was severely curtailed after a teacher and 10 children were drowned
when a dam was opened.
* In a BW fundraising adoption scheme Canoeist bought the DW Race start line.
* The EA blamed polysaccharides for the deaths of 150t of fish at a trout farm at Dun Mill, an explanation the
owner rejected, the three week clearup affecting the DW Race.
* The Symonds Yat Rapids Preservation Group was set up to buy the rapids for canoeists.
* P&H’s exhibition stand promoted their Gorilla paddles with a caged
member of staff in a gorilla suit, spoilt by small children bursting into tears
at the sight.
* We were asked to select three challenging white water rivers around the
world for Old Spice’s advertising.
* The BCU launched the Paddlepower scheme for youngsters.
* East German officials were to be tried over giving drugs to athletes,
sometimes unknown to them and sometimes fatally, but the question was
whether history should be rewritten after athletes were shown to have cheated.
* John Ramwell launched Ocean Paddler with a print run of 10,000, to be separate from the Newsletter of the
ISKA and to be distributed around the world.
* By 2005 the internet would be as extensive as the telephone system so it was important not to become a
slave to it and to take time to escape.
* David Youren described extreme winds and their effect on the sea and the paddler.
* The working of Global Position Systems were explained.
* The last nine of 150 lighthouses around the coast were to be automated and some coastguard stations were to
be closed but there was a call for less false alarms.
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways as
well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters which
may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Britain has a unique canal
network. Infinitely varied, it passes picturesque
open countr yside, wild moorland, coastal
harbours, historic industrial buildings, modern
city centres, canalside public houses and abundant
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is examined,
their construction, rich history, stunning scenery,
her itage, incredible engineer ing, impressive
architecture and even their associated folkore,
wildlife and art. Enticing photographs give a
flavour of each place and places of interest close to
the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

Size A4

Size A4

336 pages

256 pages

65 maps

49 maps

1,018 photographs

608 photographs

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 2972 3

978 1 4729 0084 5

3rd edition 2017

1st edition October 2013

Price £30.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Review of third edition:
‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk
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Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide
230 x 160mm
336 pages
69 maps
270 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 1852 9
1st edition March 2015
Price £14.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £10.99
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‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.

Size A4
304 pages
70 maps

Based on the acclaimed coastal guide
series, this is the book which has been most
often requested from Canoeist. The most
detailed boater’s guide available to the British
coast in a single volume, it is appropriate
for those making day trips as well as those
undertaking circumnavigations. Full of
sound and practical advice, it gives essential
guidance on aspects of safety and has an
exhaustive directory of useful information.
The text is fully illustrated with coloured
mapping and photographs. This is an
invaluable resource for anyone venturing out
onto Britain’s coastal waters.
Foreword by Sean Morley.
‘For anyone planning a small boat/kayak journey,
anywhere around the coastline of Britain, I suggest
this book is absolutely essential reading.’
- Paul Caffyn, Sea Canoeist Newsletter.
‘Bigre, quel pavé!... Toute la Grande Bretagne est
là, à porteé de pagaie, plus belle qu’on aurait pu le
penser.’ - Canoë Kayak.
‘makes for absorbing reading.’ - Ceufad.
‘A good read for all those interested in Britain’s long
and varied coastline.’ Dave Robertson, Scottish Paddler.
I attended a navigation course on Whale Island,
Portsmouth, last year and your Inshore Britain was
highly recommended by the instructors Leon Reichal.

716 photographs
Soft cover

Size A4

978 1 4081 4656 9

357 pages

1st edition January
2012

724 photographs

Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

63 maps
Soft cover
0 85288 906 0
1st edition June 2006
Price £19.50

‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today
‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail
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